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Research and Environment News from China 
 

March 10 - April 2005 
 
 
Please note that the previous newsletters can be downloaded from the Website of the Embassy of 
Switzerland in China: www.eda.admin.ch/beijing . To subscribe/ unsubscribe or send us your comments, 
please send an eMail with the coresponding subject to ziwen.zhu@eda.admin.ch. 
 

   
IIInnntttrrroooddduuuccctttiiiooonnn   
   
This month’s press clippings illustrate China’s growing activities in bio-technology and health research, with 
discoveries announced in relationship with genetically modified cereals (rice, wheat) and with two of China’s most 
important diseases, SARS and AIDS. 
 

But on the other hand, a domestic study claims that Chinese scientists perform well in mathematics, material science, chemistry 
and engineering, while having little influence in agricultural science and life science. Criteria are citations, number of 
publications and patents. What is sure is that the trend is on the uprise. 
 
 
China’s new law on solid waste became effective on April 4th is raising the interest of observers, especially as SEPA 
recently illustrated itself as a determined, powerful entity. The new law indeed gives SEPA additional power, as it can 
fine pollutants without proving its accusations (in the past, plaintiffs were responsible for justifying the accusations).  
 
   
   
SSSccciiieeennnccceee   &&&   TTTeeeccchhhnnnooolllooogggyyy   
  KEYWORDS  
1. China makes major breakthrough in sylvite applied technique    sylvite applied technique 

2. Flora of China completed        largest botanical record 

3. Satellite launched from Xichang space center     communication satellite, Xichang
  

4. China lags behind developed countries in research     innovation research innovation,  

           lags behind 

5. Doubt over Greenpeace report on GM rice      Greenpeace, GM rice 

6. Hybrid wheat breeds new hope        Hybrid wheat 

7. Chinese scientists decode brain ciphers for first time in world   decoding brain ciphers 

8. First ice coring from Antarctic dome summit sent back to China for research  ice coring, antarctic 

9. Chinese-made CPU chip equivalent to Pentium III      Chinese-made CPU chip 

10. China at forefront of global DNA project       world largest DNA databases  

11. Chinese, US scientists find new way to stop AIDS virus' reproduction    AIDS virus' reproduction 

12. Scientists find compound leading to SARS cure      SARS cure 

     

mailto:ziwen.zhu@eda.admin.ch
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EEEnnnvvviiirrrooonnnmmmeeennnttt                                                                                                                                                               KEYWORDS 
 

1. Beijing to face serious power shortage this summer     power shortage  

2. China-made seawater desalination facility in operation            seawater desalination 

3. Beijing aims at making the "public transportation green"     speedy public transportation 

4. China is surveying renewable energy resources     renewable energy resource  

5. China adopts more ambitious nuclear power strategy     nuclear power strategy 

6. China Fuel Tax its Best Weapon to Check Oil Demand     China Fuel Tax 

7. Old palace has new environment snag              environment snag          

8. Guangdong experiences worst drought in 50 years     Guangdong worst drought 

9. China's westernmost region speeds up wetland protection              west region ,wetland protection 

10. Wetland reserve disappearing       Wetland reserve  

11. First public hearing over environment       environment public hearing 

12. Possible ecological damage        ecological damage 

13. Thousands of Chinese Villagers Protest Factory Pollution    Protest Factory Pollution 

14. Beijing to lay emphasis on construction of three new cities    Beijing three new cities 

15. China launches new electricity pricing mechanism     new electricity pricing mechanism 

16. Law to dispose rising solid wastes in China      solid wastes 

17. China to invest US$157 billion in environmental protection in coming five years  environmental protection        

18. China to reduce reliance on oil imports by enhancing domestic energy supply  domestic energy supply 

19. The Great Engine of China Is Low on Fuel       China Is Low on Fuel 

20. Scientific energy planning leads way to sustainable growth    Scientific energy planning 

      

    

HHHeeeaaalllttthhh                              KEYWORDS 
 
1. HIV/AIDS bigger threat than bio-weapons       HIV/AIDS threaten 

2. Family planning aid helps elderly        Family planning 

3. China builds credit system in children's food industry     food industry, credit system 

4. Government warns over painkiller drugs       painkiller drugs 

5. Plan for SARS Diagnosis initially fulfilled       SARS Diagnosis  
  

6. China to launch "people's war" on drugs          drug source checking 
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7. Chinese organic food takes lion share in European market   organic food 

8. China focus: poor, rich disparities affect women, children's health care   women, children's health care 

9. China vigilant over bird flu outbreak in DPRK     bird flu 

10. Fake milk powder severely sickens infant      food safety 

11. Shanghai pinpoints food safety in checks      food safety 

12. Cancer has become top disease killer in China      cancer, top disease 

    

   
AAAccctttiiivvviiittteeesss   cccooommmiiinnnggg   uuuppp   sssoooooonnn   
   
 
May 25-27, 2005 
The 2nd China International Renewable Energy Equipment and Technology Exhibition and Conference 
Venue: Beijing International Convention Center 
Contact: qyic@163.net  qyic2004@vip.bbn.cn  qyic2005@vip.bbn.cn 
Tel: 86-10-64290047, 64291832 
Fax:86-10-84255706 
  
June 5, 2005 
The 9th China Int’l Environmental Protection Exhibition and Conference-CIEPEC 2005 
City: Beijing 
Contact: Mr.Zhu Qinxue, Tel: 010-68394581, Fax: 010-68393748 
Caepi@public3.bta.net.cn 
 
June 2005 
2005 China International Nano Science and Technology Seminar 
City: Beijing 
Contact:  Tel: 010-62652123  Fax: 010-62653690  wangqx@iccas.ac.cn 
 
July 13-15, 2005 
International Exhibition on Municipal Solid Waste Treatment Technology and Equipments 2005 
Venue: Beijing International Convention Center 
Contact: Mr. Liu, Ms. Li  
Tel: 0086-10-68529180                Fax: 0086-10-68529178 
Email: cause@public.bta.net.cn 
 
August 11-13, 2005 
The 8th China International Water Technical Equipment Exhibition and Seminar 
Venue:  China National Agriculture Exhibition Center (Beijing) 
Contact: Liu xing 
Cell phone: 0086-13522963927  Tel: 0086-10-64462754 
Fax: 0086-10-64462264 
Email: nikxx@163.com 
 
August 11-13, 2005 
The 5th China International Biotechnology and Industrialization Exhibition and Conference 
The 5th China International Assay, Biochemical and Laboratory Equipment Exhibition 
Venue: Beijing Agriculture Exhibition Center 
Contact: Tu Piaoyang 
Cellphone : 13811496838                               Tel :010-85430906 
Email : bio-china@163.com                           www.biochina.net.cn 
 
September 14-16, 2005 
Water & Membrane China (Beijing) 2005 

mailto:qyic@163.net
mailto:qyic2004@vip.bbn.cn
mailto:qyic2005@vip.bbn.cn
mailto:wangqx@iccas.ac.cn
mailto:cause@public.bta.net.cn
mailto:nikxx@163.com
mailto:bio-china@163.com
http://www.biochina.net.cn
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Venue: China World Trade Center, Beijing, China 
Contact: Ms. Elaine PAN / Mr. Julius ZHU 
Tel:86-10-64433465 
Fax:86-10-64433465 
E-mail: 2000@membranes.com.cn 
 
September 25-29, 2005 
7th World Congress on 3R (with Exhibition) 
Venue: Beijing Friendship Hotel 
Contact: Prof.Dr.Huizhou Liu 
Tel: 86-10-62554264   Fax : 86-10-62561822 
Email : hzliu@home.ipe.ac.cn 
 
September 26-28, 2005 
The 2nd Internatinal Conference and Exposition on the Modernization fo Traditional Chinese Medicine 
Venue: Chengdu  
Contact :http://www.icetcm.com/en/index.aspx 
 
November 1-4, 2005 
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CIRCULAR ECONOMY AND REGIONAL SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 
Venue: Hangzhou 
Contact : Mr. Bing Zhu   International Coordinator Secretariat of 2005CERSD 
Tel:   0571-85106941          Fax: 0571-85172009     
Email:   2005cersd@163.com                                                            http://www.2005cersd.org.cn 
 
June 28-30, 2006 
Wind Power Asia 2006- The 3rd Asian Wind Power Exhibition and Conference 
Venue: China World Trade Centre 
Tel: 86-10-68360959, 68360575 
Fax: 86-10-68360949 
Email: marcowang@unique-expo.com 
 
 
   
   
EEEnnnvvviiirrrooonnnmmmeeennnttt---rrreeelllaaattteeeddd   iiinnnttteeerrrnnnaaatttiiiooonnnaaalll   ttteeennndddeeerrrsss   aaannnddd   iiinnnvvveeessstttmmmeeennnttt   oooppppppooorrrtttuuunnniiitttiiieeesss:::   
 
 
211.147.20.16/bizchina/bidding.shtml 
 
 
english.cepi.com.cn/homepage   
 
 
CCCooonnntttaaacccttt   
 
 
Patrick Freymond 
Counsellor, Head of Science, Technology, Environment, Health, Project Financing 
Embassy of Switzerland in the People’s Republic of China 
Tel +86 10 6532 2736 ext 311 
Mobile +86 1380 1113577 
eMail: patrick.freymond@eda.admin.ch  
www.eda.admin.ch/beijing 
 

mailto:2000@membranes.com.cn
mailto:hzliu@home.ipe.ac.cn
mailto:2005cersd@163.com
mailto:marcowang@unique-expo.com
mailto:patrick.freymond@eda.admin.ch
http://www.icetcm.com/en/index.aspx
http://www.2005cersd.org.cn
http://211.147.20.16/bizchina/bidding.shtml
http://english.cepi.com.cn/
http://www.eda.admin.ch/beijing
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Science & Technology 
 
 
China makes major breakthrough in sylvite applied technique 

                    (People’s Daily, 2005-03-31) 

China has made major breakthrough in sylvite applied technique. At the just-concluded "National Grand Conference 
to Commend 2004 National Outstanding Sci-Tech", the Project of Development and Utilization of Sylvite Resources 
in Lop Nur region, which depended on Blue-Star Changsha Design and Research Insitute technologically, has won 
the top prize for advance of science and technology.  

The Environment Appraisal Report on the Project of Annual Production of 1.2 million Potash Fertilizer in Lop Nur 
Sylsite Base has been examined and approved by State Environmental Protection Administration, and State Council 
and Central Military Commission have also given green light to the establishment of sylvite mine in Lop Nur region, 
which marked the overall initiation of sylsite application and development in China.  

China is one of the major consumers of sylsite, the potash fertilizer in particular. In recent years, China needs to 
import sylsite annually. As a matter of fact, China is rich in sylsite resources. The initial proven deposit of the sylsite 
field discovered in Lop Nur in 1995 reached 250 million tons. However, technique of potash fertilizer for farming 
purposes has been nonexistent for a long time.  

The Project of Development and Utilization of Sylvite Resources in Lop Nur region employs the technique of 
producing potassium sulphate through magnesium sulfate subtype brine, which filled a technological gas of this kind 
and made China among the fewer countries that could produce potassium sulphate from brine directly taken from 
salt lake.  

Currently, the exploration, technique experiment and research, geographic reconnaissance, clay resources and 
water resources reconnaissance and other major preparatory work have been implemented. And an international 
sulphate sylvite base will soon be set up in the centre region of Lop Nur.  
 
 
 
Flora of China completed 

                                     (People’s Daily, 2005-03-3)  

The world's largest botanical record, Flora of China, which describes more than 30,000 plants, has been published in 
Beijing.  

The 126-volume book describes the 31,142 fascicular plants that have been found in China, with more than 9,000 
pictures. It ccontains historical records, modal characteristics, geographical distribution, ecological environments and 
other detailed information.  

At a press conference held here Thursday by the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS), the primary sponsor of the 
project, CAS Vice President Chen Zhu said classifying flora is a basic and vital job of taxology. The complete 
database of Chinese plants is significant to global botanists and other scientists, Chen said.  

Chen Yiyu, director of the National Natural Science Foundation of China, said that compiling such a book required a 
great deal of research by generations of botanists.  

Since the 1920s, Chinese botanists have collected floral specimens throughout the country. China has the world's 
third largest reserve of flora, next to only Brazil and Indonesia.  

In 1959, the CAS established the editorial board for Flora of China and published the first volume of the series.  

In the past 45 years, 312 botanists and 167 drafts people from 34 research institutes or universities participated in 
the giant project. 119 of the 126 volumes were published after 1978 when China began its economic reform.  

Before Flora of China was completed, the 25-volume Flora of the Soviet Union, which was compiled from 1934 to 
1959, was the world's largest, containing more than 10,000 plants.  
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Satellite launched from Xichang space center 

         (China Daily, 2005-04-13) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
China re-entered space yesterday evening, sending a communication satellite into orbit atop a Long March 3B rocket 
from a launch pad in Xichang in Southwest China's Sichuan Province. [Xinhua] 
 
 
China re-entered space yesterday evening, sending a communication satellite into orbit atop a Long March 3B rocket 
from a launch pad in Xichang in Southwest China's Sichuan Province. 
 
A spokesman for the China Academy of Launch Vehicle Technology said the flight, which blasted off at 8 pm, is the 
84th successful flight of China's Long-March rocket since its maiden voyage in 1970, and the 42nd consecutive 
successful flight since October 1996. 
 
The successful launch of the communication satellite, AsiaSat-6 which will be used by Hong Kong-based company 
Apstar Satellite Limited, represents the return of Chinese rockets to the international commercial launch market after 
an absence of seven years, said a spokesman. 
 
The AsiaSat-6, which has 50 transponders, was launched to replace AsiaSat-1 A. The successful launch has shown 
the Long March rocket, which has the biggest carrying capacity of any commercial launch vehicle, is capable of 
carrying any satellite with a maximum weight of 5,100 kilograms into orbit. 
 
Experts noted that the successful launch will have great significance for the development of China's aerospace 
technology and for China's expansion into the overseas commercial launch market. 
 
Experts said the 62 successful flights by the rockets developed by China Academy of Launch Vehicle Technology 
helped put 39 China-made satellites, 28 overseas-made satellites and five space vessels, including one manned 
mission, into orbit over the past 35 years. 
 
China announced in 1985 its decision to enter the international commercial launch market, and it successfully 
launched a US-made satellite AsiaSat-1 in 1990. 
 
 
 
 
China lags behind developed countries in research innovation  

                                (People’s Daily, 2005-04-07) 

An academic appraisal report released in Beijing Wednesday said Chinese scientists lag behind their counterparts in 
developed countries with regard to the innovativeness of their research papers, which leads to a low frequency of 
citation.  

The Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) sponsored the appraisal of world science development trends and China's 
influence in science.  
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Xiao Xiantao, a senior researcher who oversees the project, said in an interview with Xinhua that Chinese scientists 
performed well in mathematics, material science, chemistry and engineering, while having little influence in 
agricultural science and life science.  

According to the Essential Sciences Indicators (ESI) released by the US Institute for Scientific Information, 253,566 
research papers were published by Chinese scientists from 1993 to 2003, ninth most in the world and 2.63 percent 
of the world total. The Chinese papers were cited 735,288 times by world publications, 18th most in the world. China 
also produced 944 of world's top one percent of research papers, ranking 17th.  

Among all the global research powers, the United States, which produced 2,799,593 research papers in the ten-year 
period, was first and followed by the United Kingdom, Japan, Germany and France.  

The Chinese papers on material science rose by the largest proportion compared with papers in other fields. Papers 
on clinical medicine, molecular biology, genetics, neurology and behavioral science, immunology, psychology and 
agricultural science were much less frequent.  

According to the report, most of the world's top 15 research powers were those holding the most technological 
patents. China's share in world patents is much smaller than its share in research papers.  

Cao Xiaoye, CAS chief policy designer, said Chinese scientists need to keep cool head in sharpening their edges in 
scientific innovation.  

"We achieved so much in the past decades," Cao said, "but we are still not a global power in scientific research."  
 
 
 
 

Doubt over Greenpeace report on GM rice 
                                     (China Daily, 2005-04-14) 

Agricultural experts and Chinese authorities denied Greenpeace accusations of "out of control" genetically modified 
(GM) rice and cast doubt on its testing procedures.  

At a news conference in Hong Kong yesterday, Greenpeace, an international environmental group, released its 
findings on GM crops in China.  

During February and April, the group carried out tests on rice bought in Central China's Hubei Province.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Greenpeace, an international environmental group, displays genetically modified rice at a news conference in Hong 
Kong April 13, 2005. [newsphoto] 

Of the 25 samples taken, 19 contained GM rice, modified to contain a bacteria, Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt), that 
produces a toxin that kills pests, said Liu Haiying, programme director for Greenpeace in Beijing.  

Samples collected in Hubei Province were sent to a gene testing laboratory in Germany, she said.  
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Greenpeace GE (genetic engineering) campaigner Sze Pang Cheung also said yesterday: "The GE industry is out of 
control."  

Zhu Xinquan, chairman of the Chinese Society of Agro-Biotechnology, said: "I cannot agree with the findings of the 
report by Greenpeace and I am wondering if the tests conducted by the organization are scientific or not."  

An official with the Office of Genetically Modified Organism Safety under the ministry of Agriculture said: "We have 
not seen the concrete testing reports. Moreover, the testing of GM rice seeds should be based on China's technical 
standards."  

"We've asked the agricultural department in Hubei Province to conduct on-the-spot examination on this issue," said 
the official who declined to be identified.  

Greenpeace estimated that 950 to 1,200 tons of GM rice were grown in China last year from a planted area of 1,900 
to 2,400 mu (127 to 160 hectares).  

This year the planted area will grow to 20,000 to 25,000 mu (1,333 to 1,667 hectares) with an output of 10,000 to 
12,000 tons, the Greenpeace said.  

The Chinese official admitted that field trials of GE rice are being conducted in Hubei as well in some other places.  

But the official said the plantation acreage is limited to 30 mu (2 hectares).  

Rice strains modified to contain Bt have been planted in China on a trial basis for several years as part of research 
conducted by Huazhong Agricultural University.  

Zhu said "regulations on GM food have been in force for several years in China and the nation is doing more 
research before approving the commercialization of GM rice.  

"A cautious attitude must be taken on the safety of GM rice since it is a highly important food for Chinese people."  

The ministry official also added: "Sales of GM rice seeds are strictly prohibited and there are GM safety offices at 
province level to conduct regular checks on it."  
 
 
 
 
Hybrid wheat breeds new hope 
                                                       (People’s Daily, 2005-04-04) 

Scientists have successfully developed and tested a hybrid wheat breed that could at least double China's present 
per-hectare yield.  

The hybrid marks another breakthrough in the problem of feeding a country of 1.3 billion, after the development and 
wide use of high-yield hybrid rice varieties in recent years.  

The highest yield per-hectare of the wheat breed is 10.7 tons, nearly 6.5 tons more than China's average per unit 
yield of wheat in 2004, said Zhai Huqu, president of the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences and head of the 
research team.  

The world-record setting wheat breed beats the previous yield high set by the Netherlands by 2.5 tons. The world's 
average yield per-hectare in 2004 stood at only 2.8 tons.  

In an exclusive interview with China Daily, Zhai and the team's lead scientist Liu Binghua said they were releasing 
the achievements for this first time since obtaining new experiential data last autumn.  

"Experimental findings have shown that it's really a super wheat breed and is set to nearly triple the current per unit 
yield," Zhai said, adding the new breed will help meet China's growing demand for grain.  

His team submitted a proposal to the central government, suggesting the new breed be planted in nearly one fourth 
of China's wheat fields by 2008.  
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According to Liu, the central government has agreed to launch a national programme, involving 300 million yuan 
(US$36 million) taken from the nation's coffers, to expand pilot breeding and planting in China, where wheat 
accounts for 25 per cent of total grain consumption.  

Seed companies applauded the achievements but have expressed concern over whether the high-yield hybrid can 
be localized.  

"Different regions vary in weather and soil conditions so the hybrid may see different results in different areas," said 
Zhong Dingxu, general manager of Deyue Seeding Company in Deyang of Southwest China's Sichuan Province.  

But Liu said the experiments in Jiangsu, Henan and Beijing have all shown that the variety - Lunxuan 987 - which 
was successfully developed by his team in July 1998, performed well in various regions.  

The per unit yield of 10.7 tons in Jiangsu was the highest, followed by 9.1 tons per hectare in test fields in the 
Changping District of Beijing and almost 10 tons in Xinxiang of Central China's Henan Province.  

In China, wheat is widely grown in northern and parts of southern areas of the country.  

"The government has supported us in testing the variety nationwide this year, even in high-altitude regions including 
Tibet and I am confident more experiments will further prove its high yield across the country," said Liu.  

"We can improve genetic traits of the variety in line with local conditions when we plant in different regions," he 
added.  

Liu said his confidence came from a set of practical and quantitative cyclic wheat breeding methods and techniques 
which can greatly improve wheat properties such as resistance to creeping and disease, high yield and quality.  

"We have produced several hybrid wheat varieties by using modern breeding methods and Lunxuan 987 is the most 
outstanding one," said Liu, who has been buried in wheat breeding research since the 1970s.  

Lunxuan 987 has a stalk height of 85 centimetres, features a resistance to lodging, powdery mildew and stripe rust 
and is able to shed its yellow leaves when ripening.  

"All the traits resulted from 10 rounds of screening and selected gene insertion," said Liu, adding that today's 
achievements can date back to 1972, when an agricultural researcher in Taigu County of Shanxi Province happened 
to find a stalk of wheat of a particular genetic variety in a field. The wheat was later named Taigu infertile wheat 
because of the complete infertility of its stamen and the pistil's easy access to pollen.  

Liu said Taigu wheat was at that stage the most satisfactory infertile material for hybrid wheat breeding because its 
infertile stamen created opportunities for the pistil to cross-pollinate with other wheat of better genetic traits.  

The next generation of the Taigu variety consisted of wheat that was half infertile and half fertile. But they were of the 
same height and it proved difficult to tell them apart.  

So Liu decided to use a marker.  

The infertile wheat was crossed-pollinated with genetic marker Aibian I, a brand of wheat only 35 centimetres in 
height, and from it a new breed with a short stalk and male infertility was born.  

This new generation was called Aibai wheat, and was identifiable by its low stature, meaning infertile wheat was 
shorter than its fertile cousin.  

Aibai wheat kept its male sterility, strong stalk and particular look and became a desirable cyclic screening tool for 
wheat breeding.  

The next move for Liu's team was the insertion of Aibai wheat genes into many other wheat varieties with ideal 
genetic traits. The rotational screening could begin.  

Lunxuan987 was one of the products of this process and incorporated the genetic properties of many wheat breeds. 
"But we are continuously improving its properties, and now we are trying to make it tolerant to drought," said Liu. He 
admitted, however, that the quality of flour made from Lunxuan987 is not the best in China, but it could be used as a 
grain ration or an industrial resource.  
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Chinese scientists decode brain ciphers for first time in world  

        (People’s Daily, 2005-04-15) 

Scientists in this east China metropolis have discovered the decoding method for brain ciphers and brain coding 
units.  

Their research was published in the April 2005 issue of the Proceedings of the National Academy of Science of the 
United States.  

Associate Professor Lin Longnian, who is affiliated with the Research Institute of Brain Function Genome at East 
China Normal University in Shanghai, said the human brain, composed of 14 billion nerve cells, was previously too 
complex to decipher. With limited technology, scientists had only been able to indirectly detect how memory was 
formed in the brain through behavioral tests.  

But Lin's new research has made it possible for scientists to directly test the formation of memory through 
deciphering brain coding units.  

"This is of vital significance for people to explore the mysteries of the human brain," Lin acknowledged.  

Associate Prof. Lin and his colleagues studied the "seahorse" area in rats' brains. The area transforms short-term 
memory into long-term memory.  

Lin and his peers inserted 96 micro electrodes, which are much thinner than human hair, into the "seahorse" area of 
rats' brains and succeeded in recording the activity of hundreds of nerve cells. In comparison, researchers worldwide 
could usually only observe atmost the activity of 26 nerve cells.  

"If only several nerve cells could be observed, it would be impossible to analyze the coding of nerve cell groups," Lin 
said. The work symbolizes that brain research has entered a new phase of nerve-cell-group study.  

Lin and his peers observed a set of behaviors of lab rats, including reactions against any earthquake and cold wind 
blowing in their backs. They used computers to analyze brain activity.  

According to Lin, his research may help machines imitate human behavior to serve people better. It could also be 
used to detect lies.  

Lin graduated from the Biology Department of the East China Normal University in 1987. In January 2004, he 
returned from Princeton University in the United States and established a major lab for the study of brain function 
and genome at his alma mater.  

One of Lin's major partners in the above research was Qian Zhuo,a noted professor at Boston University in the 
United States. Qian is currently serving as the head of the brain function genome lab at the East China Normal 
University.  

 
 
 
First ice coring from Antarctic dome summit sent back to China for research  

        (People’s Daily, 2005-04-16) 

China's 21st Scientific Committee for Antarctic Research (SCAR) recently came back home with a 135- meter ice 
coring from the southern pole, according to the Lanzhou- based research institute of frigid and arid environment and 
engineering under the Chinese Academy of Sciences.  

The ice is the first coring acquired from the dome summit of ice sheet in Antarctica in the world, the research institute 
said.  

According to Hou Shugui and Zhang Yongliang, SCAR members and researchers with the frigid and arid 
environment institute, the ice coring, with a diameter of 95 cm, was drilled in two areas of the Antarctic ice sheet. The 
108-meter part of the ice sample, which was acquired at the summit of Dome A, was divided into 150 sections, each 
with a length of 70-80 cm. The ice segments were preserved in refrigerated containers and sent to the China Polar 
Research Center. Some of the ice segments were transported to the research institute of frigid and arid environment 
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and engineering here in the capital of northwest China's Gansu Province. Others were sent to the United States, 
Japan and France for research.  

Scientists say ice cores are like chronological records of changes in climate and environment over many years. 
Studying ice coring can help scientists understand the law of climate changes in ancient times and make predictions 
on future climate changes.  
 
 
 
 
Chinese-made CPU chip equivalent to Pentium III 

        (People’s Daily, 2005-04-19) 
 
China has developed its home-made central processing unit (CPU) chip -- Godson II -- equivalent to Pentium III, 
announced the Institute of Computing Technology of Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) in Beijing Monday.  
 
Godson II is China's first 64-bit high-performance processor which supports 64-bit Linux operating system and X-
window system.  
 
It has more advantages and functions than Godson I in terms of operating system supporting, Internet surfing and 
DVD playing, said Wang Chengwei, academician of Chinese Academy of Engineering.  
 
According to tests, the performance of Godson II is 10 times as much as the performance of Godson I. Its maximum 
frequency is 500 MHz. Its performance is equivalent to Pentium III.  
 
"The authentication committee concluded that Godson II has reached the international level in 2000 and pioneers 
China's home-made CPU development," said Wang at the press conference in the Great Hall of the People.  
 
At the press conference, the institute also signed a contract with Jiangsu Menglan Group establishing a industrial 
base to boost the process of developing, mass producing and marketing of Godson CPU chips.  
Godson I, developed on September 28, 2002 by the institute, was the first CPU chip of which China has proprietary 
intellectual property rights.  
 
 
 
 
China at forefront of global DNA project 

(China Daily, 2005-04-24) 

Where Do We Come From? What Are We? Where Are We Going?  

That's the title of what has been described as Paul Gaugin's ultimate masterpiece painted circa 1897.  

More than a century ago, the celebrated French post -Impressionist artist tried to visually grapple with these existentialist issues 
but provided no definite answers -- neither could many thinkers, philosophers and religious figures before and after him.  

More prosaically, a recent book, Our Place in Nature -- Where Do We Come From, by well-known authors -- Dr Jan Klein and Dr 
Naoyuki Takahata -- described how scienists decipher human origins from the record encrypted in DNA and protein molecules.  

An issue as profound as our origins, our existence and afterlife has perhaps inevitably become entangled in politics, religion, 
schools and the courts in the United States, where "creationists' face off against "evolutionists."  

China is taking a scientic, albeit cautious, approach as it teams up with the National Geographic Society) to address the issue and 
ensures that national interests are not compromised.  

The society, founded in 1888 and one of the world's largest non-profit scientific and educational organizations, said this week in 
Beijing that China will become be a major participant in a worldwide genographic project over the next five years.  

"About 10,000 samples will be collected in China, an important region for the evolution of the human beings," said Jin Li, a 
professor at Fudan University. The institution will be in charge of data collection in East and Southeast Asia for the undertaking.  

Jin said samples -- from cotton swabs used to collect cells inside the cheeks of volunteers -- will be gathered on the bases of 
nationalities, language and geographic characteristics. More than 100,000 will be amassed in 10 regions across the world.  
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The project hopes to assemble one of the world's largest DNA databases, with the goal of mapping how the Earth was originally 
populated.  

Led by society Explorer-in-Residence Spencer Wells, a team of international scientists and IBM researchers will analyze the 
results and report on the genetic roots of modern humans.  

Experiements from the project are expected to reveal rich details about global human migratory history and to develop a new 
understanding about the connections and differences that make up the human species.  

Wells described the projecct as "the 'moon shot' of anthropology, using genetic s to fill in the gaps in our knowledge of human 
history."  

He stressed the urgency of the project since people are migrating and inter -marrying far more than in the past.  

"Genetic history is at the edge of losing its track in the modern world," Wells said .  

Jin promised that no Chinese DNA samples will be exported. "They will be tested at the university locally in compliance with the 
Chinese regulations."  

Qiu Hongwei, director of the department of the biological resource security under the Human Genetic R esource Administration of 
China, said government approval should be secured before any samples are actually collected.  

"To better regulate such international genetic projects, a new regulation is being drafted and will be sent to the State Council for 
approval. It is expected to be approved next year," Qiu said.  

He explained that genetic resources are personal and private information, and that the protection of such data should be 
guaranteed according to the law.  

He noted that few Chinese entererprises are engaged in genetic medical research and "if some foreign drug producers get the 
information, they can develop genetics-based drugs which could impact on China's pharmaceutical industry."  

However, Ajay K. Royyuru, senior manager of IBM's computational b iology centre, said that the safety of all data would be strictly 
guaranteed. 

 

 

Chinese, US scientists find new way to stop AIDS virus' reproduction  

                       (China Daily, 2005-04-07) 

Scientists from China and the United States said they have found a chemical that could stop AIDS virus from 
reproducing itself in the human body, raising hopes for a cure for AIDS.  

 

The chemical was discovered by a research center at the prestigious University of Science and Technology of China 
(USTC) in Hefei, capital of eastern China's Anhui Province, and Mount Sinai School of Medicine in the United States.  

 

The Sino-US joint laboratory research has found a compound, which researchers said could stop AIDS from entering 
cells where the virus lives and reproduces itself.  

 

The compound can anticipate AIDS virus and occupy the holes of human body cells that have yet to be invaded by 
the virus. This would block it from reproducing and surviving in human body, according to the researchers. The 
researchers did not say what the compound was and how they discovered it.  

The research result was published in the Journal of American Chemical. The journal highly praised the research, 
saying the test work is an important step towards the confirmation of new target center of  anti-AIDS medicine.  

The present medicine treatment for AIDS has not yet reached "ideal effectiveness" and continues to have harmful 
side effects and high costs.  
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AIDS (acquired immunodeficiency syndrome) is a fatal infectious disease caused by HIV (human immunodeficiency 
virus). Since the first case was reported in the United States in 1981, AIDS has spread rapidly on a globe scale.  

According to an assessment report on China's AIDS prevention and control, which was released by the Ministry of 
Health early last year, HIV cases had been reported in all the Chinese mainland's 31 provinces, autonomous regions 
and municipalities.  

There are 840,000 HIV carriers on the mainland, of whom 80,000 suffer AIDS, said the Ministry of Health.  
 
 
 
Scientists find compound leading to SARS cure 
                          (People’s Daily, 2005-04-12) 

Scientists from the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) and Singapore Polytechnic announced that they have 
found a natural compound from a plant is able to interdict the reproduction and spreading of coronavirus of severe 
acute respiratory syndrome (SARS).  

Zhu Weiliang, principal investigator of the CAS Shanghai Institute of Materia Medica, said Tuesday that his research 
team, with aid of high-performance computers, filtered 220 compounds and ascertained a few that could combine a 
protease, scientifically known as 3CL-PRO, in the SARS coronavirus and stop its function.  

The SARS coronavirus is spread via the protease. Therefore, Zhu said, impotence of the protease would stop the 
virus from spreading.  

"The newly-found compound could firmly occupy the molecular slot of the protease in the SARS coronavirus," said 
Zhu.  

Computer simulation proved that the compound is effective in combining itself with the coronavirus protease, Zhu 
said.  

Though it has not been tried on humans, the simulation also showed that the compound, extracted from an edible 
plant, has few side effects, the researcher said.  

The CAS institute and Singapore Polytechnic are applying for chemical patents in China and developed countries in 
the world. The researchers did not release the name of the compound while the patent application is in the pipeline.  

Jiang Hualiang, vice director of the CAS institute, estimated that further drug development and clinical tests will be 
underway soon.  
 
 
 
 
   
Environment    
 
 
 
Beijing to face serious power shortage this summer  

                    (People’s Daily, 2005-04-09) 

Beijing will face another electricity shortage this summer, with expected supply gap of one million kilowatts, said an 
official with the municipal Development and Reform Commission Thursday.  

Wang Haiping, vice director of the commission, told a press conference that Beijing will need 10.7 million kilowatts 
electricity at maximum this summer, according to Friday's "Beijing News."  

Wang said that measures will be taken to avoid blackout, which includes arranging 131 major businesses to stop 
production during the peak electricity consuming time. Other measures include adjusting usage by offering different 
electricity prices to peak and off-peak hours.  
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According to Wang, Beijing will coordinate with power grids in other parts of China to ensure that supply to the 
capital will increase by 350,000 kilowatts during summer.  

Beijing will also accelerate upgrading its power grids by investing 2.02 billion yuan (about 243 million US dollars) to 
resolve the shortage.  

Besides, two generating units will be sent to Beijing Friday as backup for solving the electricity bottleneck.  

 
China-made seawater desalination facility in operation                
                          (People’s Daily, 2005-04-07) 

China has succeeded in operating its first seawater desalination membrane, making it the fourth country, after only 
the United States, Japan and South Korea, to own the technology, said an expert with the National Bureau of 
Oceanography Tuesday.  

The production line, run by Hangzhou Development Center of Water Treatment Technology in east China's Zhejiang 
province, will significantly reduce the seawater treatment cost, said Wang Shougen, deputy director of the center.  

According to Wang, the average price of desalted seawater now stands at five yuan (about 0.6 US dollars) per ton, 
among which a considerable part is for use of the imported membrane. If the Chinese alternative is used, water 
treatment cost could be reduced by at least 0.2 yuan (about 0.02 US dollars).  

The reverse osmosis membrane has been the dominant technology worldwide for desalination ever since the United 
States developed it for more than 40 years ago.  

Wang said his center will focus further on the anti-pollution and antioxidant membrane to protect water resources.  

With a population of about 1.3 billion, China has suffered a serious water shortage especially in the northern and 
northwestern regions. In recent years, China has adopted a series of measures, including building reservoirs and 
diverting water from the water abundant south to water-hungry north, to resolve the shortage.  

 

 

Beijing aims at making the "public transportation green"  

      (People’s Daily, 2005-04-06) 

The last 10-day period of last December witnessed the "Beijing No.1 Speedy Public Transportation' formerly put into 
operation along the section running 5 kilometers long from the Qianmen (Front Gate) to Muxiyuan (Osmanthus 
Garden). It is the large volume and speedy public transportation, the first of its kind in China. This has for the first 
time added a new and bright scenic touch to the axial artery in Beijing in regard of employing the modernized means 
of public transportation.  

On 2 April, we saw an enthusiastic atmosphere in the spacious square in front of the Beijing Convention Center 
where 9 famous vehicle manufacturing plants and business dealers were busy with their work for entering into the 
city of Beijing. This year, Beijing is going to purchase by bidding 4000 vehicles for public transportation. The bill of 
order valuing at RMB 3 billion yuan has hit a record high for vehicle procurement in China. Next year and the year 
after next will see Beijing renew again 4000 public transportation vehicles with the value to exceed an amount of 
RMB 2 billion yuan. This is the first time for Beijing to purchase by bidding vehicles for public transportation and the 
new vehicles are going to be bid in from the 9 enterprises making large-sized buses in the country.  

As learned, the renewed buses are mainly used to replace the worn-out diesel-engine buses and the buses 
"exercising overtime service" namely those buses (already seen over 15 years of service). The 3858 diesel-engine 
buses Beijing owns at present will all fall into disuse prior to Beijing Olympic Games 2008, Feng Xingfu, deputy 
general manager of Beijing Public Bus Transportation Group said, "this year will see over 900 buses out of 1800 that 
have already witnessed 10 years of operation be replaced by new ones and the full replacement will be completed 
prior to 2008." In view of the outgoing ways for Beijing residents those taking public buses take up 26.3 percent at 
present and the targeted rate is going to be 45 percent in 2005. Therefore, the measures employed means a big deal  
for enhancing the outgoing way for the inhabitants in Beijing.  

"To be knocked out" if not up to the standard for eco-environmental protection  
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There are around 16,000 public buses in Beijing. Though in recent years we've witnessed a quick development of 
light-rail traffic and private cars, yet public buses remain still the way favored by most of the Beijing inhabitants to go 
out. In 2004, the number of public-bus riders in Beijing came to a total of over 4300 million person/times.  

It is because of this that the undergoing bidding for public vehicle renewal and procurement in 2005 has turned out to 
be more eye-catching. "This time, we'll see 4000 buses be replaced and it is the ever biggest number of bus 
replacement in Beijing," said Feng Xingfu.  

 

Those public buses joining in for procurement by bidding have all to be up to the Europe Grade 3 tail-gas emission 
standard, expressed Liu Xiaoming, deputy director of Beijing Transportation Commission. By doing so, he said, this 
year will see 50 percent of the public buses in Beijing to reach the Europe Grade 3 criterion for tail-gas emission.  

According to the plan, all those buses of extra-gas emission are going to be "laid aside" prior to the Beijing Olympic 
Games 2008. Feng Xingfu said, "a thoroughfare is going to appear for battery-public-transportation in the Olympiad 
Village in 2008 and Beijing will have a contingent of battery-public-transportation buses."  

The employment of buses up to the standard for eco-environmental protection is the orientation for the development 
of means of public transportation. Among them, those using natural gas will take up the greater part of the public 
buses. As Ji Lin, vice major of Beijing revealed the other day, by the year of 2008, the number of natural-gas 
powered public buses will reach 5000 vehicles. He said, as a research indicates, in a year in Beijing about 40 
percent of the time is unfavorable for the outspread of the pollutants and if we want to see a sustainable 
improvement of air quality we have to resort to more drastic measures.  

As a working personnel in the trade of public transportation the apt description of what I feel at the exhibition is 
astonishing and surprising. Yao Zhenping, assistant to general manager of Beijing Public Bus Transportation Group 
told the reporter. Having taken a look around at all those sample buses the overall feeling is that the new-type buses 
for the renewal this time can be described like this, it's beyond doubt a leaps-and-bounds progress either in 
conception, technology or in design as compared to those of the past Mr. Yao Zhenping said, of all the new-type 
buses they have some superiorities in common, i.e. "suitable for tourists in outward appearance, more reasonable in 
carriage structure and with more solid chassis". The good looking of a bus doesn't mean "something showy" but 
practical instead.  

To replace what type of buses needs to ask for opinions from among the people  

The 7 single-motor-driven buses of 13.7 meters long which have just passed "physical checkup" made their first 
debut in Beijing Convention Center. They are the outstanding ones that will replace No.345 and No.321 buses this 
year to go along the expressways. This is the first time for the single-motor-driven buses with two gates to grow 
bodily larger in Beijing.  

Feng Xingfu explained, according to the past regulation, the body-length of a single-motor-driven bus with two gates 
must not exceed 12 meters but this time the rule-breaking selection of the 13.7 meter-long bus of larger volume is 
mainly for catering to the needs of higher passenger flows along freeways.  

"The outward appearance of the bus can get 20 scores and I have to make a good check of its chassis," a worker at 
the basic level of the public transportation is working out scores for a brand-new King Long bus.  

As introduced, the procurement of conveyances for public transportation by bidding will finally mete out the winner in 
the bid prior to the "May 1" and sign on the purchase order. The examination and approval group of the bid consists 
respectively of the following three parts, experts from the city expert committee of the Ministry of Construction, 
professors from Tsinghua University and other institutes of higher learning and the check and approval group of 
technological authorities for public transportation in Beijing and other large and medium cities; the examination and 
approval group of motor-vehicle expertise and the group consisting of representative workers from the public 
transportation as well. The expert group is going to play the decisive role, taking up 60 percent in the decision-
making, the opinion of the motor-vehicle expertise accounting for 25 percent and the rest 15 percent goes to the 
group of representative workers. Suggestions and opinions from the city residents for the replacement of the buses 
are also welcome on the spot. The procurement order for the new buses will be officially published after "May 1" and 
by the end of this year or the Spring Festival next year at the latest the city inhabitants of Beijing can go out on board 
the new buses.  

It must be modernized but not to claim something better by citing a case from others  
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To go along with the renewal and replacement of the public buses Beijing is planning to construct some 20 more 
public transportation hubs and in accordance with the plan 2005 will see 8 such transportation hubs to be completed 
and put into operation at Beijing Zoo, Xizhimen, Dongzhimen and Yimuyuan and some other places.  

The total investment for the comprehensive transportation hinge project at Dongzhimen is around RMB 9 billion yuan. 
This will be a three-dimensional transportation hinge project, the largest and modernized one in Asia in which 
passengers can easily realize their changes for the 7 means of transportation from the city bus to that for suburbs, to 
subway, to city light-rail and to freeway for airport and for taxi as well as for pleasure-boat on waterway. And when 
the passenger transportation hinge project comes to completion at Liuliqiao this is again the first in the country where 
passengers will be able to realize their three-dimensional changes for the means of transportation of long-distance 
coaches, public buses, subways and vehicles in society as well.  

At all these large-sized public transportation hinges facilities for "car to park for changing over to other means of 
transportation" at low cost or free of charge will have to be put up in order to encourage people to shift over onto 
public transportation for entering into the city proper.  

In the course of making the public means of transportation eco-environmental and modernized, the broad masses of 
people are also reminding the government departments concerned that the city public transportation is a public 
welfare affair with ordinary people as their clients and consumers and the business conducted is for short-distance 
passenger service. Therefore, attention must be paid to avoiding "claiming something luxurious by citing example 
from others". They said, "through the renewal of the public means of transportation we have to make the capital city 
brighter and everything minute cleaner. Nevertheless, if it surpasses the economic development and the 
consumption level of the residents this is another kind of unrealistic 'higher consumption'. The public means of 
transportation as a card for the city' what we need is not the pomposity and luxury."  

  

 

China is surveying renewable energy resources  

               (People’s Daily, 2005-04-06) 

China is surveying the renewable energy around the country to exploit the potential of its renewable energy.  

"The survey on water energy had completed. The survey on wind resources is under way. And the next focus is bio-
energy. Studies on solar and geothermal energy will be launched soon," said Ou Xinqian, Vice Minister of the 
National Development and Reform Commission, said at a symposium on the implementation of the renewable 
energy law on April 5.  

A resources management system will be there on the renewable energy and relative information will be open to the 
public.  

Ou added that a quota system was under consideration which would add renewable energy to the power supply and 
liquid fuel production.  

The commission will draft a guideline for the focuses, prices and industrialization to boost the development of 
renewable energy. Most of their support will go to wind power, solar photographic power, and bio-energy technology.  

Ou stressed that the renewable energy sector would be mainly depend on self-initiated innovations, complemented 
by technical introduction.  

Data from the commission presents insufficient exploitation of renewable energy in China. The efficiency of water 
resources for power generation is less than 20 percent. Wind farms are equipped with a capacity of 760,000 
kilowatts, compared with the prediction of 1 billion kilowatts for the wind resources. Research on bio-energy is in a 
very preliminary stage. Solar energy, which should have worked well on two-thirds of the land of the country, has not 
aroused much attention.  
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China adopts more ambitious nuclear power strategy 

                  (People’s Daily, 2005-04-07) 

China will have nuclear power play an increasingly important role in its energy supply. Nuclear power is set to 
become a "pillar" in the power supply in developed coastal areas.  

China has a plan to build some 40 nuclear generation units with the capacity of 36 million to 40 million kilowatts or 4 
percent of the total capacity in place in 15 years in the country. This indicates China will take a more aggressive, 
rather than prudent, attitude toward its nuclear power generation.  

Preparations, including bidding, for the four major nuclear power projects, two in Guangdong, one in Qishan and one 
in Zhejiang, are proceeding on schedule.  

Zhang Fubao, an official with the Commission of Science Technology and Industry for Naitonal Defense, made all 
those remarks in Shanghai on April 6 at the 6th International Nuclear Power Industry Exhibition.  

It is predicable that China will become the world¡¯s largest market for nuclear power. There are 11 nuclear power 
plants in China which generates less than 1 percent of the total supply for the country. China has a full-fledged 
nuclear industry and improved its basic research and application of nuclear energy.  

Zhang also disclosed that China was working on the studies of heat reactor and fast breeder reactor (FBR). This will 
pave the way for the sustained development of China¡¯s nuclear energy after 2020.  

China is one of the few countries in the world depending heavily on coal which contributes 67 percent of energy 
consumption.  
 
 
 
 
China Fuel Tax its Best Weapon to Check Oil Demand  

               (SINGAPORE: March 30, 2005 ) 
 
SINGAPORE - China's energy planners are ready to take the bitter pill of an unpopular nationwide fuel tax to put the 
brakes on runaway fuel demand in the world's second-biggest oil consumer.  
 
Analysts say Beijing is likely to consider a 20-50 percent tax on retail gasoline and diesel prices, which are among 
the world's lowest, emulating western Europe's policy of using high taxes to promote energy conservation and 
protect the environment.  
 
But imposing a tax at a time of record-high oil prices could hamper key economic sectors and anger the country's 
hundreds of millions of farmers, consequences which may delay any imminent implementation despite a surging 
dependence on fuel imports.  
 
"Beijing has well realised that the level of China's energy use demands a high tax levy. It will not be imminent but will 
be soon -- in a year or two," said Yang Fuqiang, the Beijing chief of the US-based Energy Foundation, which assists 
China in formulating sustainable development policies.  
 
Analysts say China may opt to introduce the new tax in phases to allow consumers to gradually adjust to higher 
costs and avoid any big negative impact to business and industry.  
 
But Beijing would have to boost prices by at least 25 percent to make a perceptible dent in demand, they say.  
 
China's oil imports hit a record in 2004, making up more than 40 percent of its 6.4 million barrels per day (bpd) of 
demand. That dependence is set to rise to roughly 65 percent by 2020.  
 
Swelling car ownership, sharply growing transport and petrochemical sectors, and a persistent power shortage drove 
consumption up almost 16 percent last year.  
 
 
IMPORT DEPENDENCE  
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Demand remained robust despite international crude prices soaring past $50 a barrel as Beijing kept a rigid cap on 
retail prices to keep inflation in check and protect consumers.  
 
The government raised retail gasoline prices last week by 7 percent, the first increase since August but viewed as 
too little too late to have any significant impact on demand.  
 
Analysts say China would do its best to implement a new retail tariff with prices at peak levels if it is really going to 
tackle its growing dependence on foreign oil.  
 
"The best time to introduce taxes is when prices are high to curb demand and promote new technologies," said a 
senior tax researcher at State Council, who declined to be named.  
 
Yang from the Energy Foundation said the government should be confident that the world's seventh-largest economy 
could prove to be more resilient than expected to absorb higher prices.  
 
"It's like you catching a cold. But it will help improve your immunity," he said.  
 
Finance Minister Jin Renqing said this month Beijing was determined to enforce the fuel tax, but the timing was 
crucial.  
 
"The government is worried a big jump in oil prices may slow growth in key economic sectors. They don't want to see 
taxi drivers go on strike and trucks blocking up highways," said Yang.  
 
 
NO MORE CHEAP OIL  
Higher fuel costs may encourage the ballooning, but minority, young middle-class to buy energy-efficient, low-
emission vehicles instead of gas-guzzling sport cars.  
 
But a sharp drop in car sales would hurt the auto-making sector, one of the country's cornerstone industries and a 
key tax revenue source for 80 percent of Chinese provinces.  
 
A big jump in the price of diesel would raise costs at manufacturers, which ship goods from the poorer inland regions 
to the booming coast for export. It would also threaten stability in China's 800-million strong rural community, which 
uses the fuel for ploughing and irrigation.  
 
Diesel makes up a third of total Chinese oil demand, double that of gasoline.  
 
The idea of a fuel tax was initiated in 1994, when oil was below $20 a bar rel, as a means of replacing road tolls. But 
volatile prices and issues such as how to split tax revenues among government agencies have held it up so far.  
 
"Oil prices can't possibly go back to $25 a barrel. Shall we wait forever?" said Yang Zhigang, head of tax research at 
the China Academy of Social Science.  
 
China levies a 17 percent value-added tax and a fixed consumption tax of 117.6 yuan ($14.2) a tonne for diesel and 
277 yuan a tonne for gasoline.  
 
The consumption tax accounts for 6 percent of the retail gasoline price and 3 percent of diesel's pump rate. These 
are sharply below tax rates of most OECD countries at 20-70 percent, which includes VAT.  
 
 
  
  
Old palace has new environment snag 

                       (China Daily, 2005-04-12) 
It's not proving to be a good year so far for the Old Summer Palace in northwestern Beijing.  
 
First, lakes at the key tourist destination were covered with plastic covering aimed at preventing water seeping away. 
That outraged environmentalists who said the underground water supply will suffer.  
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Now, long-standing wild shrubs and trees have been rooted out to make way for man-made rockeries and decorative 
plants.  
 
"Renovating" the landscape in this way will ruin the home of many old plants, birds and animals, and not blend in 
with the historical look of the place, said Yu Kongjian, a professor in landscape architecture at Peking University.  
 
The State Environmental Protection Administration will hold a hearing tomorrow to discuss what is taking place at the 
park.  
 
It previously said it was far from happy with the plastic covering and ordered the project stopped.  
 
However, the project was resumed and was finished last week.  
 
The multi-million dollar plastic covering project was accused of sparking an ecological disaster at the palace, or the 
Yuanmingyuan Park.  
 
It is thought the impermeable covers will cut the natural water flow and turn the lakes into "dead pools."  
 
Now the park is facing another problem with the replanting, said Yu. "People should have a clear understanding of 
the value of Yuanmingyuan. The park's value lies in its defaced ruins and the natural ecological environment."  
 
"Rooting out wild grass, shrubs, and trees and planting so-called decorative vegetation will destroy the park for the 
second time," Yu added.  
 
It was first ruined in 1860 when the palace was burned down by British and French troops. More destruction followed 
in 1900 by the allied army of eight foreign countries.  
 
Built in 1709 during the Qing Dynasty (1644-1911), Yuanmingyuan was dubbed the "Garden of Gardens" for its 
luxurious palaces and mansions in both Eastern and Western styles.  
 
"Yuanmingyuan still has great value because of its ecological environment. The park is home to a lot of native plant 
species which provide an excellent habitat for many kinds of birds and other animals. The vegetation is very 
important for the conservation of water and top soil," said Yu.  
 
He added that the wild native plants, rather than new vegetation, are in tune with the ruins of the park.  
 
Liu Zhi, a 37-year-old Beijing resident, said: "It's ridiculous to rebuild a 'beautiful' new garden at Yuanmingyuan. It 
should not be renovated to look the same as many other parks. It goes against environmental protection."  
 
He Fang, an official with the Yuanmingyuan Management Office, said her office would talk with experts who 
questioned the landscape renovation project at tomorrow's hearing.  
 
 
 
 
Guangdong experiences worst drought in 50 years 

                                             (China Daily, 2005-04-11) 
GUANGZHOU: More than 400,000 local soldiers, officials and residents are now working to help fight the worst 
drought that has affected the Leizhou Peninsula, in Guangdong Province, in 50 years.  
 
More than 500,000 mu (33,333 hectares) of farmland in Zhanjiang and Maoming, two coastal cities in the western 
part of the province, have been struck by severe drought.  
 
Drought has also threatened another 2.5 million mu (166,666 hectares) of cropland in the two cities, threatening local 
spring ploughing and even the autumn harvest.  
 
Local governments are doing what they can to seek water resources for the spring ploughing season, which usually 
ends in May.  
 
The severe drought has also affected as many as one million people and a large number of local domestic animals.  
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In some rural areas in the province, residents have insufficient drinking water supplies, according to an official at 
Guangdong Provincial Anti-Drought Headquarters yesterday.  
 
The Hedi Reservoir, that has a capacity of 1.14 billion cubic metres of water, has almost dried up. It is one of the 
most famous reservoirs in the prosperous southern Chinese province.  
 
By the end of last month, the amount of water reserves in Zhanjiang amounted to only 800 million cubic metres, a 
reduction of more than 38 per cent compared to previous years.  
 
Zhanjiang municipal government has spent more than 49 million yuan (US$6 million) in fighting drought since the 
end of last year, the official said.  
 
And more than 10,000 water pumps are currently working day and night to fight drought in Zhanjiang, one of 
Guangdong's agricultural and forest production bases, said the official.  
 
The city also launched more than 100 rockets to try to induce artificial rainfall between November 6 and February 21.  
 
Deng Weilong, Party secretary of Zhanjiang, has led a special task force that was established earlier this year to 
focus on fighting the drought.  
 
Deng has urged relevant de-partments in his city to do whatever they could to fight the disaster, ensure agricultural 
irrigation and save water.  
 
Rainfall in Zhanjiang reached only 562 millimetres in the first three months this year, down about 40 per cent from 
the same period last year.  
 
Meanwhile, another drought in the Pearl River Delta region of Guangdong Province has been eased thanks to 
continuous rainfall in March.  
 
The water levels in the Xijiang, Beijiang and Dongjiang rivers, the three major tributaries of the Pearl River, have all 
risen as they enter their flood season.  
 
The severe salt tides that have struck major cities in the delta, that borders the Hong Kong and Macao special 
administrative regions, in previous months have also ebbed.  
 
As a province with the country's longest coast line, this spring Guangdong was hit by the worst salt tides in two 
decades.  
 
These occur when salt water washes up rivers because of low water levels in the rivers caused by drought. The salt 
tides once threatened drinking water supplies for more than 15 million people in the delta, Hong Kong and Macao.  
 
Guangdong provincial govern-ment is now urging its western cities and counties to take effective and concrete 
measures to fight drought.  
 
It is also requiring the Pearl River Delta region and the cities along major rivers to prepare for possible flooding in the 
months ahead.  
 
Located in the subtropical zone in China's southern coastal areas, Guangdong is frequently hit by typhoons and 
storms in summer.  
 
 
 
 
China's westernmost region speeds up wetland protection 

                             (China Daily, 2005-04-11) 
Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region, the westernmost region in China, will invest 13.68 million yuan (1.65 million US 
dollars) in the coming three years to build a wetland reserve along the Ertix River, China's only river emptying into 
the Arctic Ocean, according to the local government.  
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The Keketuohai wetland reserve, located in Habahe County, covers 990.4 square kilometers and comprises zones 
for the protection of birds, fish, hoofed animals and poplar and birch trees.  
 
Ertix River runs for 663 kilometers in China. Construction of the Keketuohai wetland reserve is expected to better 
protect the safety, integrity and stability of the wetland eco-system in the area, experts said.  
 
Wetlands play a vital role in water conservation and purification as well as prevention of flooding and in protecting 
bio-diversity.  
 
According to figures released by the United Nations Environment Program, one hectare of wetland can create an 
annual production value of 14,000 US dollars, much greater than tropical forests or cultivated fields.  
 
Xinjiang has planned several other wetland reserves to curb reduction of its wetland resources. Due to various 
reasons, the region's wetland has reduced to 1.48 million hectares from former 2.8 million hectares.  
 
China values the protection of its wetlands and increasing awareness of preservation and is working to stop blind 
land reclamation and serious pollution.  
 
China launched a program to protect 90 percent of its wetlands in 713 special zones in 2003 and the efforts would 
last for two decades. China currently has about 38 million hectares of major wetlands, including 36 million hectares 
of natural wetlands, accounting for 10 percent of the world's wetland resources.  
 
 
 
 
Wetland reserve disappearing 

                                      (China Daily, 2005-04-15) 
XIANGHAI, Jilin Province: Xianghai State Nature Reserve is likely to disappear entirely next year because of drought 
and human interference. At the same time a number of rare bird species, such as the State protected bustard and 
red-crowned crane, will vanish with it. 
 
"Xianghai Natural Reserve is composed of 22 sections, which formed a beautiful scene several years ago. However, 
because of a series of droughts most flooded areas have dried up, with only five remaining," according to Liu 
Jinglong, a senior official from the reserve. 
 
Only one-ninth of the original 36,000 hectares is left. 
 
The deterioration of the environment in the wetland in recent years has forced migratory birds to search for food 
elsewhere. 
 
The average annual rainfall in the reserve is 400 millimetres while the average annual evaporation level is 1,945 
millimetres. Xianghai only has three rivers running into it, but they do not have enough water to feed the wetland. 
 
Reserve protection 
 
In an effort to protect the reserve, the central government diverted 34 million cubic metres of water into the area last 
June. However, as the drought in the region was so bad, the water only moistened the surface. 
 
Damage done by human activities has also contributed to the plight of the wetland. 
 
There are 12 villages and over 20,000 people living in Xianghai Nature Reserve and they mainly live on the natural 
resources it supplies. The majority of the reserve's 19,000 hectares of secondary forest has been destroyed by 
grazing. 
 
"So many years digging up the wetland and grazing on it have done irreversible damage," Zhao Jun, vice-director of 
the reserve, said. 
 
"In a bid to protect the wetland, we implemented a ban on grazing for a year beginning this month," Zhao said.  
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In addition, to allieviate the man-made burden to the wetland, the reserve plans to move 500 households, 48,00 
people, to other places. 
 
 
 
 
 

First public hearing over environment 
                                                 (China Daily, 2005-04-12) 

A right royal row over a once royal park has led to China's first public hearing related to the environment and 
highlighted the country's water shortage problem.  

Beijing's Old Summer Palace, or Yuanmingyuan Park, which was burned down in 1860 by British and French troops 
and further destroyed in 1900 by the allied army of eight foreign countries, is considered an historical relic. But it has 
been in the spotlight recently because of a very modern crisis - a 30 million yuan (US$3.6 million) project, now 
largely completed but never sanctioned by the environment authorities, to cover the park's lake beds with plastic 
sheets.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Guan Cheng, a student journalist, interviews a delegate at a public hearing on Yuanmingyuan Park in Beijing April 13, 
2005. [newsphoto] 

 

These are supposed to prevent water seeping away, but experts and environmentalists have blasted the scheme, 
saying it will damage the ecosystem by cutting off the link between lake water and underground water.  

Park management officials argue it is the only way to stop the park from drying up but have admitted they have plans 
to increase boating activities.  

The dispute reached a climax yesterday at a public hearing on the environmental impact of the project, held by the 
State Environmental Protection Administration.  

There have also been concerns over plans to "renovate" the park's grounds, replacing old shrubs and trees with 
rockeries.  

More than 120 people including some from the Yuanmingyuan Administration Bureau, non-governmental 
organizations (NGO) and research institutions, attended the meeting in Beijing.  

Vice-Minister of the State Environmental Protection Administration Pan Yue said it was the first time the 
administration had held a public hearing on how the environment is affected.  

According to Zhu Hong with the Yuanmingyuan Administration Bureau, the project was a "must" because the park 
has been suffering from a serious water shortage.  
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At the public hearing on April 13, 2005 in Beijing, a short program about the Yuangmingyuan is played to show its 
water system. [newsphoto] 

Many plants, trees and animals have died. After a year of research, the park decided to go ahead and cover the lake 
beds with plastic to conserve water, she said.  

The hearing heard that the project did not undergo the required environmental impact assessment.  

The scheme began in November with a planned cost of 30 million yuan (US$3.6 million) to cover 133 hectares of 
lake beds.  

Bo Zaiheng, an expert with Tsinghua University, told the hearing the beds must be covered in order to keep water in 
the lakes, then other measures will be taken so the ecosystem is maintained.  

She suggested plants be planted on the mud above the plastic covers.  

She added: "Even if we do not cover the lake beds, can we be sure that plants and animals in the water can survive 
as water is seeping away?"  

 

 

Possible ecological damage  

                                                 (China Daily, 2005-04-12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Workers lay plastic on the bottom of a lake at the Yuangmingyuan. The project, now virtually completed, is supposed 
to conserve water but has been slammed by environmentalists. [newsphoto] 

Other experts disagreed. Zhang Zhengchun, with the Life Science School of Lanzhou University, Northwest China's 
Gansu Province, said the project might turn "living water" into "dead water."  

Then the ecosystem and biodiversity of the park could be damaged too.  

Li Hao, with NGO Beijing Earthview Environment Education and Research, said ancient records show the average 
water depth is about 0.8 metres.  
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However, the project aims to make the water 1.5 metres deep, which adds to the demand for water, she argued.  

Li said the covers must be removed and rain water and purified waste water be used to meet the water demand.  

Li Dun, with Tsinghua University, said those responsible for the covers should be punished.  

Li, who majors in law, said the project was illegal because it was not approved by the relevant departments.  

"Behind the project is the park authorities' business orientation," he said, referring to the bureau's plan to expand 
boating activities.  

"The park needs to be protected, not developed," he added.  

Li said the environment authorities have failed in their duties.  

"They need to strengthen law enforcement," he said.  

Betsy Damon, founder of the US-based Keepers of Waters, who has been studying water resources in Beijing, 
suggested the park could have its own supply of clean water by purifying waste water collected from nearby 
buildings.  

There are many ways to do this and they work well, she said.  

Meanwhile, the park needs to reduce the size of its lakes, she told China Daily.  

Qian Yi, also from Tsinghua University, said people should pay attention to the core issue - the serious water 
shortages in Beijing and around the country, rather than simply considering the small case of Yuanmingyuan.  

"We need to save water, treat waste water and develop more ways of getting water," she said.  

More importance should be attached to the Law on Environmental Impact Assessment, she added.  

According to Zhu Hong, an environmental impact assessment of the project is being conducted.  

In late March, the State Environmental Protection Administration halted the project, saying it broke the law.  

Zhu Xingxiang, head of the administration's Department for Environmental Impact Assessment, said a conclusion will 
be drawn once the assessment report is submitted.  

Pan said government bodies should listen to experts and the general public when making decisions on such projects.  

He said the administration will continue to hold hearings on key environment-related decisions.  

The hubbub over the park's project echoes other controversial projects.  

In 1998, massive schemes to line rivers, canals and lakes with cement were started as the city wanted to plug leaks 
and tackle water pollution.  

Environmentalists and NGOs said this would prevent natural water circulation and cut off the replenishment of 
ground water.  

However, a public outcry failed to stop the work.  

Water canal  

The Beijing-Miyun water diversion canal, the lifeline of the city that sends water from the Miyun Reservoir in the 
northeastern suburbs to downtown Beijing, was one of the "victims."  

Local water authorities justified the 2000 project saying it could save 80 million cubic metres of water annually from 
oozing into the ground.  

They said the amount of water saved was one-sixth of the total water supply from the canal, so the project was of 
great significance for the thirsty city.  
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All the excuses sound similar to those that the Yuanmingyuan administrative office noted this time.  

A couple of years later, deplorable results began to emerge at the canal. An environmentalist, Li Xiaoxi, was quoted 
in a local newspaper as saying, "In summer, the cement river bed makes the water temperature climb rapidly and 
accelerates evaporation. In winter, the water temperature plummets and fish in the canal can hardly survive. Water 
quality did not get better. On the contrary, water in the canal lost the function of self-purification."  

She said constant public outcries against lining rivers with cement have seen a good result; the Beijing Water 
Resources Bureau said in 2002 that it would no longer use cement to cover river beds.  

"But now, plastic covers have taken the place of cement," added Li.  
 
 
 

Thousands of Chinese Villagers Protest Factory Pollution 

(New York Times, 2005-04-13) 

BEIJING, April 13 - Thousands of people rioted this week in a village in southeastern China, overturning police cars 
and driving away officers who had tried to stop elderly villagers protesting against pollution from nearby factories. 

By this afternoon, three days after the riot, witnesses say crowds had convened in Huaxi Village in Zhejiang Province 
to gawk at a tableau of destroyed police cars and shattered windows. Police officers outside the village were 
reportedly blocking reporters from entering the scene but local people, reached by telephone, said villagers 
controlled the riot area. 

"The villagers will not give up if there is no concrete action to move the factories away," said Mr. Lu, a vil lager who 
witnessed part of the confrontation and refused to give his full name. "The crowd is growing. There are at least 
50,000 or 60,000 people." 

Other villagers gave substantially smaller crowd estimates. But they agreed on the broad outlines of a violent clash 
on Sunday that came when local villagers acted on their frustration after, they say, trying in vain for two years to curb 
pollution from chemical plants in a nearby industrial park. 

An account in a local state-controlled newspaper blamed the brawl on local agitators and said thousands of people 
had set upon government workers with rocks, clubs and sticks.  

There were conflicting reports of injuries, and Mr. Lu said two elderly female protesters were gravely injured after 
being run over by a police vehicle. The story in the Dongyang Daily newspaper said more than 30 government 
employees were hospitalized, including five with serious injuries. Neither account could be confirmed. 

The riot occurred on the same weekend that several thousand people in Beijing and Guangzhou held protests 
against Japan. These demonstrations, however, were officially authorized, with youthful urbanites shouting angry 
slogans and, at one point, tossing bottles at the Japanese Embassy, at a time of heightened diplomatic tensions 
between the two countries. 

But the riot described in Huaxi Village is seen as a symptom of the widening social unrest in the Chinese countryside 
that has become a serious concern for government leaders. Last year, tens of thousands of protesters in western 
Sichuan Province clashed with the police in a protest over a long-disputed dam project. Smaller rural protests are 
becoming commonplace and are often violent. 

Huaxi Village is a few hours' drive south of Hangzhou, the provincial capital of coastal Zhejiang. It is a short distance 
from the Zhuxi Industrial Function Zone, the local industrial park that villagers say is home to 13 chemical factories. 

"The air stinks from the factories," said a villager, Wang Yuehe. She said the local river was filled with pollutants that 
had contaminated surrounding farmland. 

"We can't grow our crops. The factories had promised to do a good environmental job, but they have done almost 
nothing." 

Mrs. Wang said that villagers had pooled their money for two years and sent representatives to file complaints at 
government petition offices in Zhejiang Province and in Beijing. "But there have been no results so far," she said. 
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On March 24, a group of elderly people, mostly women, set up bamboo tents and other barriers on the road leading 
to the factories. On April 2, the government temporarily shut down the factories. But by Sunday, local officials had 
dispatched police officers and workers to break up the protest. Villagers said as many as 3,000 officers arrived in 
scores of cars and buses. 

The fight apparently erupted after officers had already dismantled the makeshift tent city on the road. Villagers say 
thousands of angry people hurried to the scene after the police attacked some of the elderly protesters. The mob 
then surrounded workers and officers, according to witnesses and the newspaper account. 

Some local officials who had retreated to a nearby school compound were attacked when they tried to leave on foot. 
"I saw over 10 bodies on the ground, both officials and villagers," said Mr. Lu. 

Several villagers said that local officials own shares in different local factories. But according to the story in the 
official newspaper, local officials had "paid great attention" to the environmental problems and had paid 
compensation for past discharges of pollutants into the river. 

The story also said that officials decided to break up the protests on Sunday because they were worried that "the 
coming of cold air and dramatic temperature drops threatened the health of feeble old women." 

A reporter for an English-language newspaper in Hong Kong, the South China Morning Post, managed to visit the 
riot scene and described overturned buses and shattered cars, adding that "a police uniform is draped over one car - 
a trophy." The reporter , whose account was published today, was detained by the police after leaving the village but 
released after her notes were confiscated. 

 

 
 
CNPC begins development of largest condensed gas field in Xinjiang  

                                         (People’s Daily, 2005-04-07) 

The China National Petroleum Corp. (CNPC), China's biggest oil producer, has started to develop the country's 
largest condensed gas field, Dina, in the Tarim Basin of the Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region.  

The gas field will be developed into a major source of natural gas to transfer from western China to the energy-
starved East, the China Land and Resources News reported.  

Located in the Kuqa County of Xinjiang, the gas field will produce 5.1 billion cubic meters of natural gas, accounting 
for 40 percent of the total gas to be transferred to eastern China.  

Meanwhile, the gas field is also expected to produce 300,000 tons of condensed oil and 500,000 tons of liquefied 
gas and other byproducts.  

At present, the corporation is conducting the feasibility study on the project before exploration and the work will be 
finished at the end of this year. The gas field will be put into operation at the end of 2006.  

China started to construct a massive project to transfer the abundant natural gas resources from western China to 
the energy-starved but industry-intensive eastern regions in July 2002.  

The gigantic 4,000-km pipeline, the longest in the country, went into commercial operation on Dec. 30 last year.  
 
 
 
 
China launches new electricity pricing mechanism 

                                      (People’s Daily, 2005-04-06) 

China's National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) has issued interim regulations on electricity pricing.  

The regulations concern power purchase price from the power production enterprises by the power grids, the price of 
power transmission and distribution and the electricity sale price of the power grids to users, which signifies that 
China will implement a new electricity pricing mechanism.  
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Sources with NDRC said that as for the power purchase price from the power production enterprises by the power 
grids, before price bidding, government competent authority determines a price according to the principles of 
reasonably compensating the cost, reasonable profits, computing tax according to law, or settles it through 
government bidding.  

The newly built generating units in the same region will adopt the same price as set by the government competent 
authority, and release the price to the public beforehand. The prices that have been set previously will gradually be 
unified. Power purchase prices will be linked with fuel prices.  

After price bidding, power purchase price from production enterprises by the power network will be divided into two 
parts. The government will set the capacity price and the energy price will be determined through market competition. 
Concentrated price bidding for all the power capacity can be implemented in all regional power markets. Big users 
and power transmitting and distributing companies with independent accounting can be allowed to conduct two-way 
trade with electricity producers.  
 
 
 
 
Law to dispose rising solid wastes in China 

                                         (People’s Daily, 2005-04-07) 

According to the newly revised law for disposal and treatment of solid wastes pollution which is effective as of today, 
defendants accused of causing damages with solid wastes pollution are obliged to provide evidence to prove 
innocent. In the old law before the revision, it is plaintiffs that are responsible for giving evidence to claim indemnity.  

Wastes illegally imported from foreign sources for any purpose, dumping, storing, disposal or as raw materials, will 
be rejected by the customs and fines up to 1 million yuan will be imposed.  

Those who are found guilty will face penalty by the criminal law. If the importer in such a case cannot be identified, 
the carrier is hold responsible.  

An official with the State Environmental Protection Administration warned against deteriorating solid pollution and 
wastes disposal crisis in some developed area due to tight land supply.  

He illustrated rising new problem in the prevention and treatment of solid wastes pollution with the country's 
industrialization, urbanization and improved living standards.  

Industrial solid wastes grow 7 percent while urban life produces solid wastes at an increase rate of 4 percent 
annually.  

However, the disposal and treatment of solid wastes fails to cope with the situation. In urban areas, the bio-safety 
disposal has been applied on only 20 percent of living garbage due to the poor standards and management.  

In addition, the disposal facilities for dangerous wastes are badly equipped. Those wastes are mostly used 
inefficiently or are just set by. This is not up to the standard of safe disposal.  

From 1996 to 2002, nearly 264 million tons of dangerous wastes had been accumulated in storage.  

In rural areas, pollution caused by solid wastes is increasing alarming. The livestock husbandry sector is damaging 
the environment seriously, which is made worse by poor disposal of living garbage in rural areas.  

What's more, new wastes from discarded electrical appliances have become another major source of pollution.  

 

China to invest US$157 billion in environmental protection in coming five years              

                                (People’s Daily, 2005-03-30) 

China's investment in environmental protection is expected to reach 1,300 billion yuan during the 11th Five-Year 
(2006-2010) plan period in line with the country's rapid economic growth, an official at the State Environmental 
Protection Administration said here on Tuesday.  
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The investment will account for 1.4 to 1.5 percent of China's GDP, said Chen Bin, deputy director of the 
administration's financial department, during an international seminar on investing in and financing for environmental 
protection in China, which opened on Tuesday.  

Chen said the Chinese government pays great attention to environmental protection and lists the issue a top priority. 
The country's investment in the sector stood at 47.6 billion yuan during the seventh Five-Year (1986-1990) plan 
period and is expected to exceed 700 billion yuan during the tenth Five-Year plan (2001-2005) period, he added.  

In the year 2003, China's investment in environmental protection accounted for 1.39 percent of the GDP, according 
to Chen.  

Wang Yuqing, deputy director of the administration, also said at the seminar that in the coming five years.the 
government will focus efforts on ensuring the safety of drinking water for urban and rural citizens, combating the 
pollution of key rivers and lakes, controlling air pollution in big cities and ameliorate soil pollution.  

The one-day seminar was jointly sponsored by the China Environmental Protection Foundation, the United Nations 
Development Program and the China International center for Economic and Technical Exchange.  

 
 
 
China to reduce reliance on oil imports by enhancing domestic energy supply 

                                        (People’s Daily, 2005-03-29) 

China's total demand for oil in 2005 is expected to hit 354 million tons but the country can reduce reliance on imports 
by enhancing domestic energy supply, said sources with the China Petroleum and Chemical Industry Association.  

China maintained stable growth in its oil and gas production in 2004 with 175 million tons of oil and 40.77 billion cu m 
of gas, up 2.9 percent and 18.5 percent year-on-year, said president Tan Zhuzhou of the association at a press 
conference held Monday in Beijing.  

Despite the domestic production growth, Tan said, China imported 122 million tons of oil in 2004, up 34.8 percent 
year-on-year.  

China has potential to ease its reliance on foreign energy, as it has vast oil and gas reserves, with proven reserves 
amounting to merely less than 40 percent of those recoverable. It will be the main channel for the country to strike 
balance between oil demand and supply by tapping full potential of the domestic oil and gas production with the help 
of the advanced extraction technologies, the president said.  

The "going outside" strategy, which encourages domestic oil companies to expand international cooperation and 
take larger shares in the world oil markets, has proven to be a vital supplement increasing oil demand. It has 
reduced to some extent the reliance on oil imports, Tan said.  

China has by now signed oil cooperation contracts with 19 countries and has done a very good job in developing 
oilfields overseas, Tan said.  

The country is working to develop alternative energy resources, particularly the gas development and utilization, he 
said. Only 10 percent of the country's verified gas reserves has been tapped and a peak period will come for 
expanding the verified gas reserves.  

Meanwhile, China is exerting itself to become more energy efficient to catch up with the advanced nations, Tan 
noted. The rise in world oil price will stimulate the world and the country to explore new ways and technologies in 
developing energy resources.  
 
 

The Great Engine of China Is Low on Fuel 

(New York Times, 2005-04-19) 

GUANGZHOU, China, April 15 - Service stations across China are starting to run short on diesel this spring, while 
electricity blackouts here in southeastern China are growing worse as power stations cut back on purchases of fuel 
oil. 
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For truckers and factory owners, the diesel and electricity shortages are a nuisance, sometimes a costly one. The 
Guangzhou Boaosi Appliance Company, which makes refrigerators here, is without electricity from the municipal grid 
four days a week, and just bought a costly generator last month to continue operating on diesel. 

The diesel and power shortages have one thing in common: they are largely the result of the clash between China's 
Communist past and its increasingly capitalist present. The government has set retail prices too low for diesel and 
electricity. So businesses, facing high world oil prices, are supplying less of both. 

Disruptions in Chinese markets for fuel oil, diesel and other oil products are causing ripples in global markets in turn, 
as traders and investors around the world struggle to interpret the effects on international oil supply and demand. 

The puzzle for oil analysts is how Chinese households, factory owners and refinery managers will react when the 
government eventually liberalizes prices, which is expected in the next few weeks. Government officials have already 
announced that they will raise retail electricity prices for industrial users, although probably not homes, on May 1. An 
increase in diesel prices is also widely expected. 

As buyers of everything from cotton pajamas to construction equipment gathered here from around the world Friday 
for the opening of the two-week Canton Trade Fair, the nearest Sinopec service station had signs on all its diesel 
pumps saying they were sold out of fuel, though the gasoline pumps were still flowing. A couple of trucks loitered 
nearby. In contrast, lines of trucks waiting for diesel have been reported at scattered service stations elsewhere in 
China over the last few days. 

The Chinese government raised the regulated retail price of gasoline by 7 percent on March 23, to $1.66 a gallon. 
But it left diesel unchanged at $1.57 a gallon to avoid antagonizing farmers, who need a lot of diesel in their tractors 
for spring planting. 

Speculators across China have responded by hoarding diesel in the expectation of a price increase after the planting, 
said Evan Jia, a spokesman for Sinopec, China's main refiner. 

To make matters worse, refiners shifted at the end of last year toward producing more gasoline and less diesel from 
each barrel of oil. They have refused to go back on that decision, even stepping up exports of diesel in response to 
low prices at home. 

"We do not want the marketplace to give us indications" of how much diesel to produce, when it is hoarding that is 
driving the market, Mr. Jia said. 

At the same time, half of the power stations fired by fuel oil here in Guangdong province have been closed for part or 
all of the last month. Global prices for fuel oil, a heavy oil not used much in the West but relied on by the Chinese to 
power many electric plants, have climbed sharply, but power companies have not been allowed to charge more for 
the electricity they produce; the government-controlled Shenzhen Daily recently reported that fuel-oil imports had 
dropped by half last month. 

A small increase in diesel and electricity prices could have the counter- 

intuitive effect of increasing China's oil imports, said Jeff Brown, an oil demand analyst at the International Energy 
Agency in Paris.  

A small increase could make refiners willing to sell more diesel, and power companies willing to generate more 
electricity, while having little effect on residents' desire to buy diesel and power, he explained. 

But a larger increase in diesel and electricity prices could dampen over all Chinese demand, by persuading Chinese 
vehicle owners and factory managers to conserve. This could potentially hurt oil consumption and prices around the 
world. 

Nobody knows how large an increase would be needed to hurt Chinese demand significantly. "It's just a mess trying 
to forecast this," Mr. Brown said. 

To be sure, central planning has also had advantages for China's energy markets. Sweeping aside environmental, 
land use and financial hurdles that can delay power stations in the West for years, China has embarked on a binge 
of construction of new power plants, many of them coal-fired. 
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These are already starting to make blackouts less common elsewhere in China and hold the promise of eventually 
letting the electricity supply catch up with demand even here in the Pearl River Delta, which rivals the Yangtze River 
Delta around Shanghai as one of China's two main export powerhouses. 

Henry Zhang, the general manager of the Shishi Hengyi Textile Product Trade Company in Shishi City in east-
central China, said that his factory had already noticed an improvement. The factory was blacked out two days a 
week in 2003, a day a week last year and this year, none at all. 

"This year, we have no problems," he said. 

But blackouts have been a serious problem for years here in Guangzhou, the biggest city in the Pearl River Delta, 
and they are worse this spring as oil-fired plants have shut down, though coal-fired power plants have kept running. 

Diesel generators have become a necessity for factories across much of China in the last few years, as electricity 
demand has soared past supply, and they have helped turn China into the world's second-largest oil importer, after 
the United States. Factories receive priority in diesel shipments, and 19 representatives of companies from across 
China said in separate interviews at the trade fair here that they had not had trouble buying enough diesel to refill 
their fuel tanks periodically. 

Yet the generators are costly in many ways. 

The diesel alone costs two to three times as much per kilowatt generated as electricity from power plants, managers 
complain, and on top of that are labor costs for maintenance and operation as well as the cost of the generator and 
the cost of space to put the generator and its fuel tank. 

The generators, particularly older, domestically manufactured models, also rank among the biggest polluters in a 
country with some of the worst air pollution. 

Generator sales are an important barometer of long-term business confidence in the national power grid. But while 
China has moved ahead of the United States to become the world's largest market for industrial-size generators, 
there are signs that some businesses are hoping the country's overburdened power stations will catch up. 

At Cummins Inc., generator sales surged last year but have evened out at that high level so far this year, said John 
Watkins, the president of the company's East Asian operations. 

At Weichai, one of China's largest generator manufacturers, which is based in Weifang in northeastern China, sales 
have continued rising this year. But Zhou Lai Xian, the vice manager of the company's export department, said that 
the company's maintenance workers had noticed that it appeared as though many generators outside southeastern 
China were being run less this year than last year. 

"The country has put a lot of effort into solving this problem, so it is getting better" in many regions, he said. But in 
the meantime, he said, companies are still lining up to buy generators in case they find themselves once again 
without power. 
 
 
 
Scientific energy planning leads way to sustainable growth  
          

        (People’s daily on line, April 25, 2005) 
 
China is pursuing a scientific energy planning to maintain its sustainable development, according to Chinese officials 
at the Boao Forum, which was closed on Sunday.  
 
China's need of energy soars as the economy grows. Energy shortages are one of the biggest challenges that China 
faces in its development.  
 
"However, the growing need of energy will not bring negative impacts to other countries, as China is not only an 
energy-consuming country, but also an energy-producing country," said JiaQinglin, chairman of the National 
Committee of the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference.  
 
In a speech Saturday at the 2005 annual conference of the Boao Forum for Asia, Jia said China's domestic energy 
supply can meet most of its economy's needs. Energy import is only a small proportion in the total.  
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According to the national energy planning, the Chinese government tackles the issue of energy on the basis of 
domestic capability. Its goal is to build a energy-saving society with energy saving as a priority and adjusting 
structure and strengthening management as measures.  
 
"It is the resource layout and energy structure that enables China to tackle the issue of energy by itself," said Ma Kai, 
minister in charge of the State Development and Reform Commission, at the forum.  
 
China's gross detected coal reserves is estimated to exceed 1 trillion tons and the exploitable quantity has reached 
114.5 billion tons. Coal accounts for 67 percent of the total energy consumption and 76 percent of the total energy 
production.  
 
"Therefore, we are able to rely our energy need mostly on domestic supply. It is China's basic guideline in energy 
planning," said Ma.  
 
In the meantime, China is also eyeing energy cooperation with other countries. The cooperation between China and 
Australia has been highlighted at this year's Boao Forum.  
 
Australian Prime Minister John Winston Howard said at the forum that Australia and China are complementary in 
economy and energy cooperation.  
 
At a theme session, he promised that Australia will be a long-term, stable energy supplier to China in the future. 
China can import natural gas from Australia to improve its energy consumption structure and make up the shortage 
of clean energies.  
 
Ma also revealed at the same occasion that both sides had set up a dialogue mechanism on partnership and 
cooperation.  
 
He said the key cooperation fields include governmental exchanges and dialogues on energy policies, liquefied 
natural gas projects, mutual investment and cooperation in reproducible and new energy resources. Both will also 
work together in improving energy efficiency.  
 
Energy suppliers from Australia showed great interest at the forum. The chief executive officer of Woodside Energy 
Ltd. Don Voelte said currently the supply has exceeded demand of liquefied natural gas worldwide, but China is the 
largest consumption market of liquefied natural gas.  
 
It is estimated that the total capacity of natural gas in Australia is about 4.25 trillion cubic meters. This amount can 
supply natural gas for 100 years to 10 stations which have an annual storage of 3 million tons, said Voelte.  
 
Besides Australia, Russia is another partner of China in energy cooperation. Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao said in 
March 2005 that China and Russia had reached important common understanding in energy cooperation.  
 
Russia has exported oil to China by railway at the quantity of 9 million tons in 2004, and will hopefully reach 10 
million tons this year and 15 million tons next year. The two countries will enhance cooperation in gas and oil 
prospecting and exploration in the future as well.  
 
Moreover, China's cooperation with other neighboring countries has also been accelerating. Last month, China, the 
Philippines and Vietnam signed an agreement in jointly working on oceanic earthquakes in South China Sea. In the 
agreement, the three countries expressed their willingness in researching oil in the area, which was the first 
substantial step toward a joint exploration of South China Sea.  
 
China has been actively pursuing international cooperation in energy on the basis of mutual benefit and common 
development in recent years. With the guideline of a comprehensive and scientific planning, China's sustainable and 
rapid growth does not, and will not cause shortage of energy worldwide, said insiders.  
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Health 
 
 
 
HIV/AIDS bigger threat than bio-weapons 

                 (China Daily, 2005-04-06) 
 
Emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases are the biggest biological threat to modern China, experts said 
yesterday.  
 
Speaking to the China Daily from the International Workshop on Infectious Diseases and Bio-safety which opened in 
Beijing yesterday, deputy director of the Institute of Microbiology and Epidemiology under the academy of of Military 
Medical Sciences of China, Cao Wuchun said natural diseases were more dangerous than any man-made threat.  
 
"Although we must keep alert and make consistent preparations against the intentional use of bioweapons and 
bioterrorism, the naturally occuring outbreaks of infectious diseases are still the biggest enemy," he said.  
 
Currently, China is developing technologies and equipment to resist possible bioattacks Cao said.  
 
Innovations such as devices which warn of biological agents, are vital for national defence and also for large public 
events like the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games, Cao added.  
 
However, China is also facing new challenges from emerging infectious diseases, such as the influenza pandemic, 
HIV/AIDS, SARS (severe acute respiratory syndrome), viral hepatitis and even Ebola, said Wang Yu, director of the 
Chinese Centre for Disease Control and Prevention.  
 
Addressing the Beijing workshop, Wang said that since 1973, about 40 new pathogens, half of which are caused by 
viruses, have been discovered.  
 
Although SARS has been absent for nearly one year, it is still too early to conclude that the SARS virus has been 
eradicated, said Zhong Nanshan, director of Guangzhou Institute of Respiratory Diseases.  
 
SARS killed almost 800 people, mostly in Hong Kong and the Chinese mainland, in a worldwide outbreak that 
infected more than 8,000 by the end of 2003.  
 
Among the emerging infectious diseases, the hepatitis B virus infects 120 million people, including 30 million patients 
in China.  
 
And re-emerging infectious diseases are posing an increasing threat to people's health, Wang said.  
 
For example, China now has 820,000 patients suffering from the parasitic blood condition schistosomiasis and a 
further 40 million people are at risk of contracting the disease.  
 
The country also sees 1.3 million new tuberculosis cases each year, Wang added.  
 
According to Cao, biological threats can also come from the accidental leakage of pathogens from laboratories.  
 
A SARS case in 2004 was found to have come from a laboratory in Beijing.  
 
Since 2003, the Chinese Govern-ment has strengthened procedures at various levels to safeguard public health and 
protect against biothreats, Cao said.  
 
 
 
 

Family planning aid helps elderly 
                          (China Daily, 2005-04-11) 

FUZHOU: Cheng Hezhong, a 62-year-old farmer from East China's Fujian Province, has become one of the first 
farmers to benefit from a pilot project that rewards rural people who stuck to the nation's family planning policy.  
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For Cheng, from Minhou County, who has no fixed income, the monthly bounty of nearly 60 yuan (US$7) means he 
and his wife will not have to rely on support from their two daughters.  

Cheng's wife will also enjoy the same benefit as her husband in six years' time when she reaches 60.  

More than 7,000 people in 26 provincial counties are covered by the trial implementation of the reward system, which 
was started last year.  

According to the policy, rural residents that have had only one child, or two daughters, since 1973 will each year 
receive no less than 600 yuan when they reach 60.  

Future pensioners will receive the same amount of money in a bid to encourage young couples to have fewer 
children.  

This year, Fujian government will extend the policy to the whole province, with the number of beneficiaries increasing 
to 23,000, according to a recent report from the Fujian Provincial Population and Family Planning Committee.  

The policy was launched in February last year by the State Population and Family Planning Commission and the 
Ministry of Finance.  

With financial support from the central government, five provinces and cities in central and western China have 
started the trials.  

Some provinces and cities in the east and south, such as Guangdong, Shanghai, Shandong, Jiangsu and Fujian will 
be required to pay for the policy themselves.  

Some county officials in Fujian admitted this could be a problem in the future when the number of recipients rises.  

Family planning was first introduced in the 1970s, and Fujian now has entered low fertility period, said Zhang Xuemei, 
director of the Provincial Population and Family Planning Committee.  

Zhang said the first people affected by the policy are now getting older.  

Traditionally, rural families had many children, who were then expected to support their parents.  

Having fewer children conformed to new family planning rules, but left some parents without enough support when 
they retired.  

This new policy will not only solve this practical difficulties for farmers, but push forward the family planning policy in 
rural areas, said Zhang.  

The current 600 yuan yearly payout will be increased in future with the development of the local economy, he added.  

"I never dreamed before that I could get money from the government just because I didn't break the family planning 
policy," said Yang Sidi, a farmer in Zherong County of Fujian's Ningde city.  

Yang told reporters that the bounty he receives now is even more than that given by his child before.  

Zhang said, "I believe that this policy, together with the current social security system that is now promoted in rural 
areas will gradually improve living standards for rural residents."  

According to the committee, Fujian provincial government has laid aside 10 million yuan (US$1.2 million), which 
accounts for about 80 per cent of the total needed to run the project this year.  

Official statistics indicate that China would have had 300 million more people if the family planning policy had not 
been introduced. Last year, the nation spent more than 180 million yuan (US$21 million) on this new project for 
310,000 farmers in the five trial provinces and cities.  

The policy will be even more widely promoted in China this year, the China Central Television reported. 
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China builds credit system in children's food industry 
                (crienglish.com, 2005-04-11) 

 
China is establishing a system to cover the credit record and management of companies that sell children's food in 
the country. The move is intended to give consumers easier access to information about the companies who make 
the products before they buy. Our reporter Xiaoyu has more.  
 
Trial work on the project began a year ago for children's milk powder and rice flour.  
 
Wang Baiqin, with China's Institute of Children's Food, says setting up archives is essential to building a good credit 
system.  
 
"The two archives, one recording the internal management of the company and the other, the credit record of their 
products, are a must in the upcoming credit system of children's food security."  
 
The first archive is aimed at motivating a company to improve and regulate production and information management.  
 
The second archive includes information on whether the company's products and sales meet national standards. It 
also includes market and customer feedback.  
 
When the credit system officially starts next April, credit records will only be published by authorized organizations 
and will be available to both the enterprises and the customers.  
 
The new system is not legally required, but Wang Baiqin believes it will help qualified companies improve their 
reputations and make them more competitive.  
 
She says the government decided on the new system after it was discovered that poor management in the industry 
was leading to unsafe products and malnutrition in children.  
 
"China's children's food industry has been poorly managed because it's hard to define children's food which covers 
many sectors. As a result, questionable companies have been producing food that threatens children's safety. So it's 
hoped the new credit system will help regulate a disordered market by giving consumers the product information they 
need to make informed purchases."  
 
After the systems's first year in trial, some problems were found. But, Wang Baiqin says more support from the 
government is now expected so that information collecting will go smoother.  
 
The Institute of Children's Food is also defining what can be called children's food from a more scientific perspective 
in order to guarantee a more regulated industry.  
 
 
 
 
Government warns over painkiller drugs 
                                 (China Daily, 2005-04-13) 
 
The State Food and Drug Administration is increasing vigilance over use of anti-inflammatory drugs after reports that 
some can have adverse effects on patients' hearts.  
 
Studies have found that, in a small proportion of cases, Non Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drugs (NSAIDs) have been 
associated with cardiovascular (CV) events and gastrointestinal (GI) bleeding, the State Food and Drug 
Administration announced on its website yesterday.  
 
Experts say that NSAIDs are used to treat pain and inflammation. Well-known brands include Fenbid, Voltaren and 
Celebrex.  
 
Earlier this month, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) issued an announcement asking manufacturers of 
NSAIDs to revise their labels to include a warning highlighting the potential increased risks associated with the use of 
such drugs.  
 
A total of 21 kinds of NSAIDs are on the FDA list.  
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While the US FDA was keen to stress the risk was only minimal and the public should not panic, it did suggest those 
taking NSAIDs should consult their doctors and avoid long-term use of the drugs.  
 
When taking over-the-counter (OTC) NSAIDs, people are being urged to pay attention to the manufacturers' 
guidelines.  
 
According to the Beijing Morning Post, Beijing authorities will not require the revision of labels of such drugs and 
there are no plans to recall them.  
 
Cong Luoluo, with the Beijing Drug Administration, told the newspaper that drugs all have side effects and NSAIDs 
are no exception.  
 
Beijing authorities have already strengthened the monitoring of such drugs, the official was quoted as saying.  
 
With local drug authorities across China also playing down the risks, so far there has been no significant downturn in 
sales of the drugs.  
 
 
 
 
 
Plan for SARS Diagnosis initially fulfilled 
                           (People’s Daily, 2005-04-13) 

As revealed by Prof. Zhong Nanshan, expert in respiratory diseases and academician of Chinese Academy of 
Engineering the latest revision of the "diagnostic plan for epidemic atypical pneumonia (SARS)" has already been 
completed, which is to be published after the approval of the Ministry of Health. In the course of revision the 
effectiveness of the two methods for early diagnosis of SARS come to over 90 percent and they are able to find out 
through serum the antigenic infection within 5 -- 7 days after the oncoming of the SARS disease. Meanwhile in the 
study of the respiratory diseases in China a kind of anti-AIDS drug has been initially proved to be effective in the anti-
virus treatment of the SARS patients.  

On April 12, the newest report "Progress in the study of respiratory diseases" by the respiratory chapter of the 
Chinese Medical Association pointed out, 36 volunteers for the 1st phase clinic test of SARS vaccine are now 
underway for the study on the SARS antibody endurance while 24 volunteers are now respectively accepting the 
depleted SARS vaccine injection for them to produce neutralized antibody after six weeks. Up to the present moment 
they've all undergone 8 times of serum antibody monitoring without finding any obvious adverse effect.  

At the same time the respiratory experts in China have made a complete sum-up on the methods used three times in 
the treatment of SARS diseases in 2003 and 2004 and they've come to an initial opinion that the kaletra drug used 
for anti-AIDS treatment is likely good for promoting the recovery of the peri-hemolymphocytes and reducing the 
mortality rate of SARS patients  
 
 
 

China to launch "people's war" on drugs      

                   (People’s Daily, 2005-04-05) 

A Chinese senior official Monday vowed to launch a "people's war" against drugs, aiming at checking the sources of 
drugs, curbing the harmful influence of drug crimes and keeping the number of drug addicts from growing.  

"The nationwide campaign is to meet actual demand to deal with current tough situation of drug abuse in China, and 
is also a decisive strategy to win the initiative in fighting against drugs, " said Zhou Yongkang, a member of the 
Political Bureau of the Communist Party of China (CPC) Central Committee and State Councilor.  

Zhou, also minister of public security and director of the National Narcotics Control Commission, made the remarks 
at the commission's plenary meeting held in Beijing Monday.  

China scores major anti-drug achievements  
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China made "major achievements" in drug control in 2004 with more cases solved and suspects arrested than in 
2003, resulting in a large increase in the street price of narcotics, according to the commission.  

China cracked 98,000 drug-related cases in 2004, up 4.4 percent over the previous year, and seized 66,900 
suspects, up 5.1 percent, according to statistics revealed at the meeting.  

Last year, China seized 10.8 tons of heroin in 2004, up 13.6 percent year-on-year; more than 3 million "head-
shaking" pills, or ecstasy, an eight-fold increase; 2.7 tons of "ice" , down 52.9 percent; and 160 tons of chemicals for 
drug manufacture, up 119.8 percent.  

"Thanks to years of high-powered crackdowns, drugs have become more difficult to come by on the domestic market. 
Drug prices have risen significantly and the high incidence of drug-related crimes has generally been brought under 
control," said a commission official.  

Slowing down drug-taking  

China succeeded in slowing down the rise of drug-taking in 2004, as the number of new drug addicts in the year 
went down 19.7 percent to 22,000 from the previous year, says the National Narcotics Control Commission.  

"The number of rehabilitated former drug addicts that have rejected drugs for more than three years has reached 
88,000," according to statistics revealed at the commission's plenary meeting held in Beijing Monday.  

Of the registered drug addicts at the end of 2004, the percentage of people aged below 35 dropped to 70 percent 
from 77 percent in 2001.  

The commission attributed the achievement to a combination of measures, including enhanced ability to locate new 
drug addicts, amore vigorous anti-drug publicity campaign, international cooperation and intensified legislative work.  

The commission sponsored a nationwide campaign for creating "drug-free" communities, issued myriad publicity 
materials to the public and dispatched nearly 100,000 publicity contingents to high-risk crowds in 2004, the 
commission said.  

Drug users on the rise  

But it was pointed out at the meeting that China still faces major challenges in the fight against drugs as the forms of 
drug crimes have become more diversified and covert while the country's anti-drug forces still lack necessary 
equipment and knowledge to track them.  

China had 791,000 drug addicts at the end of 2004, up 6.8 percent from 2003, involving 2,102 counties. Young 
people, farmers and the unemployed are three major groups of the drug addicts, according to the commission.  

Nearly 86 percent of Chinese drug users are addicted to heroin. The number of addicts to new kinds of drugs like 
ecstasy and ketamine hydrochloride is also increasing, from accounting for 2.5 percent of the total in 2001 to 9.5 
percent in 2004.  

 

 

Chinese organic food takes lion share in European market  

          (People’s Daily, 2005-04-08) 

China grows 300,000 hectares of organic farm products. That is 11 percent of the total in the world. China has 
become the largest supplier of organic bean and seeds to the European market. Chinese organic pumpkinseed, 
sunflower seed, kidney bean and black bean dominate the market there.  

It is reported that one third of organic soybean in European food producers is from China. The concern of the GM 
soybean from the North America transfers their interest to Chinese suppliers.  

A number of institutions offer certification service for organic food in China. The government gives tremendous 
support to organic good industry. This gives reason for a promising vision for the organic farm products.  
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China focus: poor, rich disparities affect women, children's health care  

                        (People’s Daily, 2005-04-08) 

China has made substantial progress in improving maternal and child health, but great disparities between 
developed eastern and underdeveloped western regions, urban and rural areas as well as the rich and poor may 
affect China's drive to achieve better results, experts say.  

China has been dedicated to health care of women and children, especially mothers, and is on track for achieving 
Millennium Development Goals, said Henk Bekedam, the World Health Organization's representative in China.  

The progress can be seen in the marked drop of the maternal mortality rate (MMR), which fell from 1,500 per 
100,000 in 1949 to 51.2 per 100,000 in 2003, and the infant mortality rate (IMR), which declined from 200 to 25.5 per 
1,000 during the same period.  

China now ranks 88th place among 191 countries in the world in the regard, ahead of many other developing 
countries.  

However, big disparities between the east and west of China, between cities and countryside and between a floating 
population and residents in cities remain and may affect China's efforts if the poor do not have easy access to 
medical services, said Bekedam, who attended a ceremony in Beijing to mark April 7 the World Health Day, which 
focus on the theme of "Make every mother and child count."  

According to the 2004 Children Development Report of China issued by the National Working Committee for 
Children and Women of the State Council, 29 million poverty-stricken people live in the countryside in 2003, most in 
western areas. The 2003 MMR and IMR in remote areas was 5.8 times and 4.4 times higher than in eastern coastal 
areas.  

In Shanghai, for example, the IMR has dropped to 10 per 100,000, almost as low as developed countries, while in 
Tibet the rate is still 100 per 100,000.  

Siri Tellier, United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) representative in China, voiced the same concern. "Two-thirds 
of maternal deaths in urban areas appear to be of migrant women, who account for only 10 percent of total 
pregnancies. And more than 75 percent of maternal deaths are preventable," she said.  

She warned that the downward trends may be stagnating in China and there are worrying signs that the child 
mortality rate may be declining more slowly for girls than for boys.  

Koenraad Vanormelingen, senior program officer for health with the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), 
warned that the disparities are in danger of increasing.  

"Different indicators have shown remarkable declines, but changes are slowing down. Take IMR for example. Little 
progress has been made in the past five years in poor regions," he said.  

The experts all urged the Chinese government to invest more money to ensure that everybody, especially those in 
poor, remote or ethnic minorities regions, has access to medical services and know how to make use of them.  

In 2004, China spent a total of 84.8 billion yuan (10.2 billion US dollars) on public health, but urban areas remain the 
biggest receiver of the money, Bekedam said.  

"China has incorporated market strategy very well, but health should not be made a market commodity," he said.  

The high cost of medical services has kept many poor from getting sound services. WHO figures indicate that 39 
percent of China's rural population and 36 percent of its urban population in need of medical care re do not have 
access to it for financial reasons.  

"It's important for the government to think about what should be done in ten years time and rethink where to focus its 
attention on health," said Bekedam.  

To improve the health and safety of women and children in rural and western areas, the Ministry of Health (MOH) 
began a program in 2001 offer medicare services, purchase medical equipment, training medical personnel and 
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setting up a fund to help distressed pregnant women. So far, a total of 400 million yuan (48 million dollars) has been 
invested in the program.  

"The program has covered some 300 million people in 1,000 counties in all the 23 provinces and regions in central 
and western China," said Yang Qing, director of the Department of Maternal, Children and Community Health at the 
MOH.  

The money, however, is still far from enough for rural families to cover their medical expenses.  

"The government needs to ensure a minimum package of medical services for those in need for free or at subsidized 
rates," Koenraad said.  
 
 
 
China vigilant over bird flu outbreak in DPRK 
                          (People’s Daily, 2005-04-02) 

China has initiated emergency plans to prevent bird flu spreading to the country after close neighbour the 
Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK)confirmed an outbreak of the disease.  

According to reports, the DPRK culled hundreds of thousands of birds after avian influenza hit two farms in 
Pyongyang.  

Qin Honghu, a senior official from Jilin Provincial Inspection and Quarantine Bureau, said on Friday that Jilin 
attached great importance to the task of preventing bird flu entering the country and urged all 21 frontier checkpoints 
on the border between Jilin Province and DPRK to prevent all birds, poultry and other potentially contaminated 
products from entering or leaving Jilin.  

The Agriculture Ministry said on its website on Friday that trade in live poultry and other products that carry a high 
risk of transmitting the disease, has been banned at the border market and border residents have been prohibited 
from carrying poultry into or out of the country.  

China had not detected any cases of bird flu so far, it said, adding that all poultry along the border had been 
vaccinated.  

Reports from the DPRK say thousands of fowl have died from bird flu in recent weeks and the Ministry of Agriculture 
of China has sent a special task force to the DPRK to help.  

Jilin Province overlooks the DPRK across the Yalu and Tumen rivers. The border between the province and the 
DPRK is more than 1,200 kilometres. It is also the closest point to the eastern shore of the Korean Peninsula and the 
Chinese region most at risk of being infected with bird flu.  

Up to April 1, Jilin provincial Inspection and Quarantine Bureau had sterilized 1,794 vehicles coming from the 
DPRK.Work staff seized 66 poultry and other potentially contaminated products from the frontier.  

"Jilin is China's leading agricultural province and the largest poultry producer and export base, therefore the role of 
animal quarantine at the entry gate is crucial," Yu Yongqing, director of the bureau said.  

"We sent caretakers from Animal Quarantine Institutes and hygiene inspection departments to each port to monitor 
and collect daily information from the entry gates," Yu added.  

Yanbian Korean Autonomous Prefecture in the eastern part of Jilin is the nation's largest agglomeration of Koreans. 
The 804,000 Korean people living in the area make frequent and regular visits to the DPRK.  

Last Saturday, the bureau seized 120 kilograms of chicken products. Inspection officers destroyed the goods on spot.  

It is common to see staff involved in the disinfection of vehicles at the border hold the sprayers high above their 
heads, or crawl under cars to ensure a thorough job is done.  

Compared with the imports and exports of poultry, the cross border movement of migratory birds is much more 
difficult to control. Hunchun Jingxin wetland in the eastern part of Jilin Province is an inevitable destination of birds 
migrating northwards from the DPRK.  
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Fake milk powder severely sickens infant 
                                 (China Daily, 2005-04-15) 
 
Authorities have discovered another child dangerously ill and suffering from the so-called "big-head" syndrome, a 
result of yet another fake milk powder scandal in Zhuzhou in Central China's Hunan Province.  
 
Qi Yongming, father of the victim, sent his 6-month-old baby girl to Zhuzhou Women and Children Healthcare Centre 
last week after she continuously cried for the past month.  
 
He said the girl was losing her hair and had no energy gradually recently, the father was cited as saying by a China 
Central Television report.  
 
The baby weighs no more than 5 kilograms, and its tiny legs and arms do not match the size of its enlarged head, 
which doctors attribute to the sub-standard milk powder she was fed.  
 
"The baby is suffering from severe malnutrition due to wrong nutrition," said Liao Jiren, a doctor with the hospital.  
 
A milk powder sample was tested. It contained 1.74 per cent protein and 12.8 per cent of fat per unit, far less than 
the national standard of 12 to 18 per cent protein and 20 per cent of the fat, the Zhuzhou Centre for Disease Control 
said.  
 
The infant ate about 20 bags of the "Zhengmeng" brand milk powder since last December and began to show 
symptoms of malnutrition and stunted growth soon afterward.  
 
An all-round, anti-fake food campaign is being conducted across Hunan Province by related health supervision, 
industrial and commercial departments and the public security authorities.  
 
He Xuehui, the merchant who sold the fake milk powder is being questioned by local public security officers.  
 
He has told authorities he secretly purchased some five boxes of the milk powder each with 20 bags from a vendor 
in the Gaoqiao Market in the capital city Changsha. And Gaoqiao is the largest food wholesale market in the 
province.  
 
However, the original supplier in Gaoqiao has disappeared and is being sought by authorities, said Guo Jun'an, 
deputy director of the Healthcare Supervision Institute under the Zhuzhou Health Bureau.  
 
"The wholesale dealer in Gaoqiao has a record of being warned not to sell fake milk powder during last year's 
nationwide anti-fake campaign," said Guo.  
 
According to He's business records, he purchased the powder of "Zhengmeng" for the first time last March, then 
suspended the sale of the item. The brand re-emerged on the shelves of He's store last December, said Wang 
Guohe, a source at the supervision institute.  
 
Qi bought the product costing 16 yuan (US$1.9) for per bag for the first two times, then was given a discount for a 
five bag purchase, spending 12 yuan (US$1.5) per bag.  
 
He admitted he bought each box of the counterfeit powder using only 110 yuan (US$13.4) from the dealer in 
Gaoqiao.  
 
"Further investigations proved that 'Zhengmeng' is a product made in Taishun, a county under Wenzhou in East 
China's Zhejiang Province," Guo said.  
 
"The fake milk powder producer was ordered to stop production last year and a ban seal is still on the product," Guo 
added.  
 
The fake product on the market is presumed to be from the stock of last year or a new product from another secret 
manufacturer, insiders said.  
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Further medical checks on the baby are being conducted, which will serve as key evidence to sue the product 
dealers, Zheng Xingang with the Zhuzhou Health Bureau said yesterday.  
 
 
 

Shanghai pinpoints food safety in checks 
                                  (China Daily, 2005-04-14) 

SHANGHAI: Food safety will be made the "top priority" of Shanghai local government's market supervisors, 
Shanghai municipal government spokesperson Jiao Yang said yesterday.  

The municipal government will exercise tight scrutiny over the contamination of farm products, crack down on 
unlicensed food producers, and push forward with a quality safety (QS) examination on 28 main categories of food, 
said Jiao, who unveiled the local government's market-supervision plan for this year at a press conference yesterday.  

"As the Chinese saying goes, 'food is heaven for the masses,' so the government must make sure its power is 
correctly used (to guarantee food safety)," she said.  

Food safety is now a top concern of central and local governments wary of food-related incidents that can claim lives 
and cause panic.  

The State Council launched a special scheme to improve food regulation last April, after a milk powder scandal in 
Anhui Province killed 13 babies and sparked concern nationwide over food safety.  

Shanghai enjoyed a record of zero major food poisoning cases last year, according to Jiao.  

But small cases sometimes occur. Last month, a 19-month-old girl of a Taiwan investor in Shanghai choked to death 
while eating jelly.  

According to Jiao, the city government is going to inter-link the information held by government offices relating to 
every aspect of the food industry, including licensing, quality inspection and punishment, to exert greater leverage 
over the food market.  

Head officials in local administrations will be held accountable for problems in food safety in their jurisdiction, Jiao 
said  

Shanghai will also foster 100 "model food markets" this year to promote new standards in food quality, she added.  

The local government will take steps to make people's feeling of safety in food consumption "increase substantially," 
she said.  

The Shanghai Municipal People's Congress, the city's lawmaking body, has also decided to give priority to food 
safety, especially the safety of meat in malls and supermarkets.  

The decision came after recent inspections found many grocery stores and restaurants could not provide meat 
quarantine certificates or health certificates for chefs.  

Some 200 local lawmakers will make surprise inspections in slaughter houses, quarantine offices and supermarkets, 
have talks with and do sample surveys among local citizens to understand problems in the implementation of food 
regulations and then take their results to the local government for solutions.  

Generally speaking, food quality in China is improving under constant government efforts and a mandatory QS 
system introduced nationwide early last year.  

By the end of last year, the country's food administration had licensed 25,716 domestic producers of rice, flour, 
edible oil, bean sauce and vinegar, extending the mandatory quality safety verification system to 95 per cent of 
producers, according to the State Council's leading office for market order.  

The office is headed by Vice-Premier Wu Yi.  
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Greenpeace report on China's GM rice questioned 

                     (People’s Daily, 2005-04-14) 

Agricultural experts and Chinese authorities denied Greenpeace accusations of "out of control" genetically modified 
(GM) rice and cast doubt on its testing procedures.  

At a news conference in Hong Kong yesterday, Greenpeace, an international environmental group, released its 
findings on GM crops in China.  

During February and April, the group carried out tests on rice bought in Central China's Hubei Province.  

Of the 25 samples taken, 19 contained GM rice, modified to contain a bacteria, Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt), that 
produces a toxin that kills pests, said Liu Haiying, programme director for Greenpeace in Beijing.  

Samples collected in Hubei Province were sent to a gene testing laboratory in Germany, she said.  

Greenpeace GE (genetic engineering) campaigner Sze Pang Cheung also said yesterday: "The GE industry is out of 
control."  

Zhu Xinquan, chairman of the Chinese Society of Agro-Biotechnology, said: "I cannot agree with the findings of the 
report by Greenpeace and I am wondering if the tests conducted by the organization are scientific or not."  

An official with the Office of Genetically Modified Organism Safety under the ministry of Agriculture said: "We have 
not seen the concrete testing reports. Moreover, the testing of GM rice seeds should be based on China's technical 
standards."  

"We've asked the agricultural department in Hubei Province to conduct on-the-spot examination on this issue," said 
the official who declined to be identified.  

Greenpeace estimated that 950 to 1,200 tons of GM rice were grown in China last year from a planted area of 1,900 
to 2,400 mu (127 to 160 hectares).  

This year the planted area will grow to 20,000 to 25,000 mu (1,333 to 1,667 hectares) with an output of 10,000 to 
12,000 tons, the Greenpeace said.  

The Chinese official admitted that field trials of GE rice are being conducted in Hubei as well in some other places.  

But the official said the plantation acreage is limited to 30 mu (2 hectares).  

Rice strains modified to contain Bt have been planted in China on a trial basis for several years as part of research 
conducted by Huazhong Agricultural University.  

Zhu said "regulations on GM food have been in force for several years in China and the nation is doing more 
research before approving the commercialization of GM rice.  

"A cautious attitude must be taken on the safety of GM rice since it is a highly important food for Chinese people."  

The ministry official also added: "Sales of GM rice seeds are strictly prohibited and there are GM safety offices at 
province level to conduct regular checks on it."  
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Cancer has become top disease killer in China 

               (People’s Daily, 2005-04-16) 

Cancer has become an effective killer not only in northern China's poverty-stricken Cixian county in Hebei Province, 
but also in Shanghai, China's most developed city, experts revealed on Friday.  

There are 300 cases of various cancers in every 100,000 Shanghai residents, an incidence level close to that of 
western developed countries, said a recent report from the Shanghai Center of Disease Control and Prevention, 
according to Saturday's "China Daily".  

And in Cixian county, among female residents alone, in 2002 rates of oesophagus cancer  reached 136 per 100,000, 
said Wang Shijie, president of the Hebei Tumor Hospital.  

Wang made the above remarks at the opening ceremony of a week- long nationwide campaign to raise public 
awareness of cancer control.  

Cancer has become China's top killer, causing 1.5 million deaths annually, said Kong Lingzhi, director of the Division 
of Non-communicable Diseases Control and Management of the Ministry of Health.  

The early diagnosis and treatment of the disease has been repeatedly shown as the most effective way to fight 
various cancers, said Peng Yu, director of the executive council of the China Cancer Research Foundation.  

Unfortunately, the majority of Chinese cancer patients are only diagnosed after the cancer has reached a terminal 
stage due to a shortage of financial support from the government, the laggard public health service network, and 
poor public awareness, experts said.  

In China, there are many remote areas such as Shexian county of Hebei Province, and Shenqiu county of Central 
China's Henan Province, which have outstanding incidence of certain kinds of cancer.  

These villages are mostly located in central and western China and see a lot of cases of the cancer of the liver, 
stomach, and oesophagus.  

The reasons for these villages' high cancer rates are still unknown, said Wang Shijie who has administrated cancer 
treatment and carried out research in Hebei for 30 years.  

They might be caused by heredity, food and drink habits, environmental factors or water pollution, coupled with a 
serious lack of medical care, Wang said.  

However, due to the poor support of the health authority, research into the causes of these cancer clusters has not 
been in depth enough to provide an explanation, or a plan for prevention, Wang said.  

Without financial support, Chinese rural residents are not able to access early health tests and medical treatment, 
even if they have the awareness of prevention, Wang noted.  

In China, more than 80 percent of farmers have no medical insurance at all.  

In some developed cities like Shanghai and Beijing, the incidence of cancer is also quite high.  

For example, the cancers with outstanding incidence in these cities are found in lungs and breasts.  

Compared with the unknown causes of the rural cancer outbreaks, reasons for urban residents'cancers are quite clear: too much 
smoking, too much stress, too little exercise, and an unhealthy urban life style, experts said.  
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AAAppppppeeennndddiiixxx:::   bbbaaaccckkkgggrrrooouuunnnddd   
   
 
This newsletter is motivated by the growing cooperation between Switzerland and China in 
the areas of Environment, Science and Technology, and Health. 
 
At the end of 2003, both countries have signed a Memorandum of Understanding to 
strengthen scientific and technological cooperation in varied areas including medicine, 
biotechnology, nanomaterial, fuel cell, microsystems, environment protection, 
communication and information technologies, fine machinery. Implementation of this MOU 
requires increased contacts between Swiss and Chinese research teams, and ultimately 
joint research activites. 
 
At the beginning of 2004, Switzerland has become a full participant in the European Union’s 
FP6 large-scale research platform. On the other hand, China has an agreement with FP6 
allowing its researchers to take part and contribute to research programmes. In practice, 
this also facilitates joint research between Swiss and Chinese researchers. 
 
In the area of environment protection and sustainable development, Switzerland and China 
are actively cooperating with generous support of the Swiss government. In June, 
Switzerland has granted China a new mixed credit line allowing import of Swiss technology 
with a positive impact on the environment with a grant of the Swiss government. 
 
 

 


